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Extending the Challenge:

Working Toward a Common Body of Practice for Teachers

Conce-rned educators have always wrestled with issues of excellence and pro-

fessibnal development. It is' argued in the paper, "A Common Body of Practice

for Teachers: The challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education,"* that

the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 provides the necessary im-

petus.for a. concerted reexamination of teacher education. FurtWer, it is argued

that this reexamination should enhance the process of establishing a body-of

knowledge common to the-members of the teaching profession. The paper continues,

then, by outlining clusters of capabilities that may be included in the common

body of knowledge. These clusters of capabilities provide the basis for the fol-
.

lowing materials.

The materials are oriented toward assessment and development. First, the

various components, rating scales, self-assessments, sets of objectives,'and re-

spective rationale and knowledge bases are designed to enable teacher educators

to''assess current practice relative to the knowledge, skills, and commitments

outlined in the aforementioned paper. The assessment is conducted not necessarily

to determine the worthiness of a program or practice, but.rather to reexamine cur-

rent practice in order to articulate essential common elements of teacher educa-

tion. In effect then, the "challenge" paper and the ensuing materials incite

further discussion regarding a common body of practice for teachers.

Second, and closely aligned to assessment, is the developmental perspective

offered by these materials. The assessment process allows the user to view cur-

rent practice on a developmental continuum.. Therefore, desired or more appropriate

practice is readily identifiable. 'On another, perhaps more important dimension,

the "challenge'Lpaper and these .materials focus discussion on preservice teacher

Al
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education; In making decisions regarding a cannon bOdy of practice; it is essen-

tial that specifjc ,knowledge; ,skill and commitment be acquired at the pretervice

level. It is also essential that other additional specific knowledge, skill, and

commitment be acquired as a teacher is/ inducted into the profession and matures

with years of experience., Differentiating among these levels ofprofessional

development is paramount. These materials can be used in forums in which focused

discussion will explicate better the necessary elements of prAeryfce teacher

educ6tion. This explication will then allow more productive discourse on the

necessary capabilities of beginning teachers and the necessary capabilities of

experienced teachers.

In brief, this work is an effoet to capitalize on the.creative 'ferment of

the teaching profession in striving toward excellence and professional develop-

ment. The work is to be viewed'as evolutionary, and formative. Contributions

from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.

This paper presents one module in a series of resource materials which are

designed for use by teacher ed ators. The genesis of these materials is in the

ten "clusters of capabilities," d tlined in the paper, "A CommorOody of Practice

for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 To Teacher Educatidn," which

forts the p"roposed core of professiOnal knowledge needed by professional teachers"

who will practice in the world of tomprrow. Thee resource materials are.to be'used,

by teacher educator; to reexamine and enhance their current practice in preparing

classroom to hers,to work competently and comfortably with children who have a

wide range of individual needs. Each module provides further elaborat4on of a

specified "clustei' Of capabilifies."--in this case, assessment and evaluation pro-,

cedures. ,This partilar module is a revision of an earlier moduleVVeloped,by

the authors for the School Psyctiology Inservice Training Network, Department of

PsychoeducationalStudies, University of Minnesota directed byJames Ysseldyke,

and Richard Weinberg. This module was one of several originally developed under

the editorship of,Thomas Oakland, University of Texas, on the topic of non-biased

assessment.



'ASSESSMENT,AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The competency diomain which includes knowledge and skill ie assesSment

and evaluation procedure one of critical ipportanCe.in fulfilling both.the

mandate and spirit of Public Law 94-142. In the past, teachers have tended to

function as recipients of assessment and evaluation results. These results

were most frequently presented to teachers in justification for what-Aiagnostic

specialists thought ,should be done, with or to ihdividual students.

Today, classroom teachers are called upon to be m )ich more actively involved

in student assessment and evaluation. Their participation is important to the

interdisciplinary: evaluation process, and their ability to assess student skills

and progress is vital to carrying out the Individualized Educational Plan (IEP).

To carry out these responsibilities on the one hand, teachers need to know .

much more about.issues and assumptiohs involved in traditional methods of

psychoeducational assessment. They need to be familiar with both the uses and

abuses of diagnostic assessments and_they need, to he sensitiVe_to_theiliases.

which often enter into these assessments. In effect, they must be enlightened

consumers and monitors of this process.

On the cther hand, teachers need to be better able to participate actively

in assessments which focus lesS on student characteristics and more on student

skills, student needs and the instructional environment. It is in this area

that Public Law 94-142 most challenges those involved in the assessment profess.

The principle that student assessment should lead to an individualized program

appropriate to thiwneeds of the individual child requires far more than the

categorization of children through diagnostic procedures. On the contrary,

Public .Law 94-142 requires that 4 student's present skills be known and progress



toward reasonable goals be monitored. This requirement in the assessment

process distinctly fails in the realm of good teaching.

The materials presented here are designed to provide faculty members of

colleges of educaVonzwith information and activities to help prepare regular

"class teacherS to undertake their vital role in the assessment and evaluation

process. The contents focus on what teachers should know about standardized

psychometric evaluations and,also on assessment procedures which can and ought

to be carried out by classroom teachers themelves. 'Since this module only

outlines a few ,of the most important issues regarding assessment and evaluation

procedures, references have been listed in the back of the module-that elaborate

on these issues.

Other modules in the total set are related to this topic. The following

should be noted in particular:

9A: Writing goals, objectives and IEPs;

Educating-handicapped children: _Judicial and legislative

influences;
- --

8A: Formal observation of students' social behavior;

4A: The functions and responsibilities of support peVnnel.
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Contents

Within this module are the following components:
Page

Set of Objectives. The objectives focus on the teacher educator 5

rather than on a student (preservice teacher): The objectivesiden-

tify what can be expected as a result of working through the materi-

als. The objectives which apply-to teachers are also identified.
a

They are statements about skills, Knowledge and attitudes which,
4

should be part of the "common body,of practice" of all teachers.
A

Rating Scales. Scales are included by which a.teacher educator

could, in a cursory way, assess theJdegree to which the knowledge

and practices identified in this module are prevalent in the exist-

ing teachentlraining program. The rating scales also provide a

catalyst for further thinking in each area.

Self-Assessment. Specific test items were developed to determine

a user's working knowledge.of the major concepts and principles

in each subtopic. The self-assessment may be used as a pre-assess

ment to determine whether one would find it worthwhile to go through

I

the module, or as a self-check after the materials have been worked

through. The self-asses'sment items Also can serve as examples of

mastery test questions for students.

Rationale and Knowledge Base. The brief statement summarizes the

knowledge base and empirical support for the selected topics on pupil

assess; mt.. The more salient concepts and strategies are reviewed.

A few brief simulations/activities and questions have been inte-

grated with the rationale and knowledge base.

-3-
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Bibliography: A partial bibliography of important books, articles

and materials is included'after the list of referenCes.
o

Page

80

Articles. Five brief articles (reproduced with authors' permission) 82

accompany the aforementioned components. The articles support and

expaneon the knowledge base

at



Objectives

On colleting this module, you will be able to identify appropriate-and

inappropriate procedures for assessing students with consideration of the fol-

lowing conceptual, methodological and-ethical issues:'

1. The testing debate;

2. The educational role of professionals and Public Law 94-142;

3. Assessment methodology;

4. Relevant assessment variables;

5. Assessment procedures;

6. Norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assessment;

7. The relationship between assessment and,instfuction;

8. Evaluation of intervention effects;

9. Interpretation and communication of assessment information.

Reasonable Objectives for Teacher Education

Students should have knowledge, practical skills and commitment to pro-

fessionalLperformance in the following areas relating to assessment and evalu-

ation procedures: f"-A.

1.4 Methods and underlying assumptions, issues and biases of norm-refer-

lanced psychoeducational assessment.

2. Appropriate and inappropriate uses of norm-referenced and criterion

referenced assessment.

3. Administering and interpreting norm - referenced and criterion-referenced

assessment instruments,

4. Developing criterion-referenced assessment procedures directly

relevant tq the curriculum of a classroom.

-5-
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-Rating Scale for the Teacher Preparation'Program.

Check the statement. hat best describes the level of your present teacher

education program on the topic of assessment and evaluation procedures:

1. Students being prepared for teaching have been introduced to educational

and psychological assessment, but have little understanding of the issues

and assumptions in traditional psychometrics. They see their own role in

student assessment and evaluation primarily as giving grades. They see

other forms of assessment and evaluation as being in the realm of spe-

cialists.

2. Students being prepared for teaching have received instruction on the

issues, assumptions and methods of standardized testing. They have

learned 'how standardized instruments are developed and how results are

to be interpreted. They perceive standardized normative assessment

procedures as adequate measures of student abilities.

3. Students being prepared for teaching are taught the2issues and asump-

tions underlying both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assess-

ment. They perceive both as useful when used appropriately, but have

Tittle or no experience in actual assessments.

4. Students beihg prepared for teaching are taught the issues and assump-

tions underlying both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assess-

ment. Students are given practical experience using and interpreting

norm-referenced and criterion-referenced instruments.

. Students being prepared for teathing are taught the issues and assump-

tions underlying both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assess-

ment. Students have-practical experience using and int*rpreting com-

mercially developed norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assessment

based on the curriculum of a particular class.
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Self-assessment

The following items are intended to asses§ your understanding of the

significant issues in educational assessment.

Short Answer Items

1. Define the purpose of educational assessment.

2. What is the difference between testing and assessment?

3. Outline the requirements of Public Law 94-142 asthey relate to the

educational assessment of minority stcdents.

A. Identify two sources of information abolut a student's functioning in

educational settings.

Identify two factors to be considered when making informl decisions

about a student's educational functioning.'

6. Identify the major components of a systematic assessment procedure.

7. Identify two sources of inconsistency or. error in methods of gathering

assessment information about a student.

Describe the nature of the information that can be gathered from

achievement tests.

9. Identify two factors that can negatively influence the validity of a

test.

10. What are some purposes of educational assessment?

11. What is the difference in the nature of information obtained from a

norm-referenced test and a criterion-referenced test?

12. Describe domain-referenced testing.

13. What are five major considerations in setting a criterion for a

student's performance ?.



a

11.

14. State two areas which are of concern when evaluating treatment

effectiveness.

15. Define treatment validity.

16. What are the three mandates laid down in Public Law 9 that relate

to the interpretation and communication of assessment information?

In front of the next 11 items, place a "T" if you think the statement is

true, or an "F" if you think the statement is false.

1. Tests are either "good" or "bad." Poor' programming is the result of

using "bad" tests.

2. The purposeof assessment is to prescribe a fixed treatment_that con-

tinbeSVuntil a cure is achieved.

3: The requirements of Public Law 94-4,42 necessitate a comprehensive approach

to assessment team membership and to instrumentation.

School psychologists callbe most useful by confining their ac ties to

the administration of standardized tests of ability and achievement.

5. When placement decisions for a student are made, information'from norm-

referenceU tests provides the most comprehensive data-base.

Information obtained from a student `s parents can assist in verifying

information given by the referring teacher.

7. Students' achievement test scores reflect both' their ability anklthe

instructional effectiveness of their educational program.

8. Human error is a minor source of inconsistency in the assessment process

and compensations for unreliability can ea's4ly be made.

It is the responsibility of the test developer to ensure test validity.

Once this has been dellonstrated, the professional need have no concerns

about using the test.

8-
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10. An advantage in using norm-referenced tests is their adaptability to

4specific curriculum sequence.

1l.` To To be of maximum use to the teacher, critellon-referenced testing

must be integrated into the day-by-day functioning of the classroom

and must not be separated out as a "testing" activity.

1'



The Testing Debate

The role, of psychometric testing within the educational system has long been

debated. A view of testing ass,rSorting procedure which results in students be-

ing divided into those who will succee4<and those who will not is common. Test-

ing is sometimes considered a tool for social decision-making about the futures

.of millions'of children (Burton, 1978). Such decision-making, in teto many cases,

has resulted in inappropriate placement of children in educational programs; and

curricula, with life-.Ong deleterious effects. It has also been n'oted that ihap-

propriate decisions seem to occur more frequently among certain minority groups,

and this has been seen, at least in part, as a result of'placement decisions

based on culturally biased psychological tests (Larry P. ,/Otiles,°41979; Mercer,

1973).

In the testing debate, antagonists cite not only political and social abuses

of testing (Kamin, 1975), but also, testing devices that are technically inade-

quate, are nonmed on populations which bear no resemblance to the pupils being

tested, or inadequately sample _the behaviors that the instrument supposedly

tests (Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1978). Adelman and Taylor (1979) present several

conceptual, methodological and ethical assessment issues. which merit discussion.

Key Conceptual, Methodological, and Ethical Assessment Issues

A. Conceptual

Current practices reflect a rather inadequate.appreciation of the'

following matters:

1. Whose interests are and should be served by the assessment activity

(e.g., the society, the client, the intervener)?

2. Who sets crreria determining assessee status, need/, problems, and

s

1 15) 1 . 4 .

progress?

r

-10- 14
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Who decides on whose interests should beserved and on who is to set

c
'criteria?

What are the various tasks which currently are subsumed under the term

"assessment diagnosis"?

5.- What are the limitations in pers1:4tive of the models of cause and

correction upon which current activity is based?

What are the assessor biasing factors,which need to be systematically

accounted for in assessment Activity?
,

7. What are the assessee,wotivationaT7and deYelopmental factors which

need to be systematically accounted for ,in assessment activity?

B. Methodological (technical, practical),

While widely acknowledged, the following problems continue tolplace major

limitations on assessment activity:

1. The more complex the assessment objectives, the lower the reliability

of thOotal set of measurement'proc6dures.

2. ConstrucCvalidity often has-not been demonstrated satisfactorily by

scientific standards, 'e.g., the "validation" procedures, when under-

taken, often are tautological.

Predictive and postdictive validity appears to diminish, in some

instances at an exponential rate, the more distant in time the assess-

ment data being gathered are from the criterion being predicted to

(or from the original factor causing the behavior under investigation).

There is a sparsity of 'Systematically gathered and agreed-upon norms

and standards for making judgments ("good-bad," "normal-abnormal,"

"success-failure") thereby resulting in idiosyncratic variations on

judgments which are often beyond accountability.

711-
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o 5. The utility of a procedure may be judged as mucty (or more) on the

basis of its marketability and the current absence of a feasible

alternative, as on its efficacy.(e.g., its validity with regard to

the decisions being made, its ability to add information beyond

base rate levels).

6. The costs of assessment practice are escalating; time demands often

are extensive; referral practices tend to overrely on "old b411 net-
.

works, etc.

c. Ethical

Ethical practices reflect inadequate efforts to systematically detect

and minimize the following iatrogenic effects:

1. Misidentification of the cause of a problem false negatives

and positives such as those resulting from over-reliance on person-

focused tests and observer-assesssor biases).

2. Misprescriptions related to subsequent intervention procedures.

3. 'Violations of rights (e.g., failure to get truly informed consent,

invasion of privacy, denial of access to assessment reports and of

the right to correct the record).

4. Negative repercussions of assessment _processes or products (e.g.,

increasing feelings of anxiety, incompetenand lack of self-deter-

,

mination, increasing over- reliance and dependency on professionals,

initiating self-fulfilling prophecies and stigmatizing effects).

5. Failure to putsud/Professional responsibility with regarA to improving

standards of practice and advancing knowledge; (including collusion

with an inadequate status cido).

Note. From "Initial psychoeducational assessment and related consultation,"

-by H. S. Adelman and L. Taylor, Learning Disability Quarterly, 1979, 2, 52 -64..

-12-
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Clarification of the Issues

_IConsiduatiOn0 11W_ following th'ree points may help clarify these testing

issues:

1. The concentration on the abuses that have occurred in psychoeducational

assessment may'blur tie distinction between tests and the decisions' Made from

test data. Many abuses occur because of ignorance or verzealousness on the

. part of the diagnostician or decision-make4 Tests are not necessarily "good"

( or "bad"; -such value judgments can be reserved foi- evaluating how test results .,

.are used in screening, placement, program planning, and evaluation of individual

,

pupil progress.

2. Testing but one method of assessing a child and is only one tool

to use in making educational decisions. Educational personnel who fail to make .

use of such techniques as the interview, observation, and environmentak analysis,

as well as their own professional judgment have gathered inadequate information

to make sound educational decisions (Shertzer & Linden, 1979):

3. "The process of assessment is a constructive...fleRible, continuous

prwess, leading not.to a fixed prescription of treatment until a cure is

achieved, but to an ongoing program which may frequently be modified in the

interests of the student's life situation and of a reduction in his current

specific difficulties." (Clarke & Clarke, 1975)
0

The Educational Role of Professionals and PL 94-142

Individual roles and responsibilities of professionals in educational

settings are, of course, largely determined by the nature of their professional A'

training. This factor:, as well as the institutionalization of specialized

roles, has often led to a compartmentalization of responsibilities. In effect,

-13-



this compartmentalization has created a view of the child as a group of separate

and pique entities. But the practices which have esulted from such narrow

perspectives are no longer feasible under Public Law 94 -142, which,requires that

a student's individual education program be "developed by a team consisting 'of

the child's teacher, a perop other than a teacher'Who is qualified to provide

or supervise the provision of special education, one or both parents, the child

gI(when

a propriate), and other persons who are brought in at the discretion of

the scAoN ." The purpose of the IEP is to provide an overall, program of special

education sand relatediservilce"s and it'should include a justification for those'

services and placement. In addition, the IEP must include the objective criteria

that will be used tb evaluate the child's achievement. A multidisciplinary

assessment teqm and multiple assessment methods are necessary.

Traditional Psychoeducational Assessment

Traditionally, roles involving the assessment.of children have often re-

atricted school personnel to the adminAtration of standardized tests of ability

and achievement. Information from these tests was used to predict a student

success or failure during school and in later life. Diagnosis of a student's

abilities or deficits'was often confined to norm-referenced statements based

on composite scores and often had few direct implications for instructional in-

tervention. Such diagnostic practices were enlisted to support special educa-

tion practices of classification according to handicap for the purposes of

placement, and for makingclaims,for federal?funding, bUt told little about what

type of educational plans should be designed for students diagnosed as evidenc-.

ing any one of several handicapping conditions. But these traditional assessment

practices are rapidly changing.

-14-
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Reynolds (1975) has called attention to changes in special education that

Al
are also effecting change( in assessment practices. He states:

We are in a zero-demission era: consequently, schools requi e a
decisionorientation other than simple prediction; they nee one
that is Oriented to individual rather than institutional payoff.
In today'S context) the measurement technologies ought to become
integral parts of instruction designed to make a difference in
the lives of children-and not just a prediction about their
lives. (p. 15)

4

Cognitive Entry Characteristics

In selecting assessment procedures that will make a difference, the follow-

ing observation regarding "cognitive entry character4tics" is appropriate:,

Quite in contrast to intelligence and aptitude indices are'cogni-
tive entry characteristics. These are the specific knowledge,
abilities, or skills that are essential for the learning of a
particular schoOI or a particular learning task. Such prerequi-
sites typically correlate+.70 or higher, with Measures of achieve-
ment in a-subject; Furthermlire, when they are identified and
measured, they re lace intelligence and aptitude tests in the
prediction of later ac ievement. That is, intelligence or aptitude
tests add little or nothing to cognitive entry measures for the-
prediction of school learning. All of this is to say that cogrii-
tive entry characteristics have a high relationship to achievement4
and they have an obvious causal effect On later achievement. This
is especially true where sequential learning tasks are involved
where it may be impossible to learn task B without prior adequate
learning of task A. (Bloom, 1980)

This distinction between intelligence and aptitude tests and specific

knowledge and skill tests may be very important t1r special education popula-

dons where the predictive value of intelligence and aptitude tests is lessened

by the variability within handicapped groups and the small percentage of handi-

capped,individuals included in population samples used toidevelop test norms.

The comparative predictive value of different types of test information
J

was graphically demonstrated in a study by Hofmeister and Espeseth (1970).

This study investigated the effectiveness of measures of mental age (Stanford-'

-157
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Binet), language age -(Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities) and reading

achievement.(Wide-Range Achievement Test) as predictors of progress with,,a

population of modyately retarded youth in a selected reading program. The

predictive coefficients were: -.11 for mental age; +.11 for language age, and .

+.78 for the reading achievement test. The discriminating item in thq reading

test responsible for identifying-S'uccessful readers was the letter naming item.

In essence -then, a two-minute test of a student's skill in attaching names to

letters was found to be far more useful for assessing a studentes ability to

participate in a specific,reading program than the estimates of mental age or
ti

l4

anguage ape. Hofmeister and Espeseth concluded that:

...variables such as MA and LA, which are ofli thought of as
psychological correlates of reading ability, were comparatively
ineffective as predictors of reading achievement with the group
observed in this study. The results also suggested that it
might be more profitable to look at task oriented variables
which are concerned with determining the position of the indi-
vidual in the learning sequence. (p. 107)

PL 94-142 and Nondiscriminatory Evaluation

In order to ensure appropriate educational placement, equality of educa-

tional opportunity, and the right to ethnic dignity and respect, and to prevent

unfair stigmatizing of students, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act

of 1975 (PL 94-142) mandates the following assessment procAures:

1. The testing and evaluation materials and procedures will be

selected and administered so as not to be culturally discrimina-

tory.

2. Such materials and procedures are to be provided in the child's

native language or mode of communication.

3. No single procedure or test can be the sole criterion for deter-

mining the appropriate education program for the child (Section

612).

-16--



Under PL 94-142, it is the pupil needs.and not a district-wide testing

program that Atermines the instrument and associated assessment processes.

The following examples sample some of the diversity of assessment practices

possible under 94-142. .

1. You have to assess a 1 -year old in a vocational program.

Suggestion: You might review "The Assessment of Applied Aca-

demic and Social Skills," (Forness, Thornton, & Horton, 1981).'

See this article in the appendix.

2. A parent requests an evaluation of her 17-year old son's writing

skills. Suggestion: James A. Poteet's "Checklist of Written

Expression" would be a practical instrument that would'provide

a series of specific short-term objectives for an IEP goal in

this area. See this article in the appendix.

3. The parent of a severely handicapped child expresses interest in

establishing an IEP goal on leisure skills. Suggestion: Wehman

and Schleien's (1980) suggestions for th "Assessment and Selection

of Leisure Skills for Severely Handicapped Individuals" would be

appropriate for this assessment assignment. See this article in

the appendix.

Assessment Methodology

Educational assessment is a multifaceted and systematic process carried

out for the purpose of making decisions about the performance of students in

their current school setting. Assessment is more than testing. It is the

systematic process of using information from all possible sources in order to

make educational decisions about students. A systematic approach to educational

-17-
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assessment is one in which a variety of assessment methods are used and in which

all relevant assessment variables are considered.

Assessment Methods

Information about a child's functioning in educational settings may be

gathered through:

1. Inspection of the child's record files. Information 'reported in cumula-

tive and other available records can be helpful in determining if there are fac-

tors that might account for problems the child is having, if there are trends

in the growth of the problem, and if there are other relevant factors that need

to be evaluated.

2. Informal consultation with others who know the child. Consultation

with persons who know the child well (e.g.,peers, siblings, parents) will lead

to a more comprehensive assessment.

3. Structured interviews. Interviews with the parent, the student and

Sidschool personnel can yield information about the student's areas of difficulty

and determine what resources have been previously employed in working with the

student.,

4. Observation. Through observation, assessment data is collected on the

behavior of the student as it occurs naturally in the environment. Such data

can focus on specific facets of behavior (e.g., student - teacher, interaction),

can indicate areas in need of further evaluation, can confirm other information

gleaned from records, and can provide insights that may lead to an improved

program for the student. _Observations may be formal or informal and include

anecdotal records, interaction analysis, checklists, and rating scales. Obser-
,

vation procedures can be both long-term and short-term processes.
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5. Norm-referenced tests. Standardfzed tests can be used for both screen-

ing and diagnostic purposes to determine how one child compares with other children.

6. Criterion-referenced tests. This type of test measures a child's level

of skill development in a particular: area. It is'especially useful for planning

purposes because criterion statements can be used as goals and short-term objec-

tives for instruction.

Relevant Assessment Variables

Educational decision-makers should gather educational information about,

the "whole" child. They should therefore consider all relevant factors which,

because of their interactions with the child, may influence the child's func-

tioning. These factors will vary with the child and the particular educational

problem, but should include:

1. Classroom environment. The classroom environment refers to the physical

arrangement of objects within the classroom (seating arrangements, materials,

learning centers, etc.) which have the potential to impact learning, social in-

teraction patterns, time on-task, interests, achievement levels, etc.

2. Curriculum. A thorough knowledge of the curriculum presente-d to the

child is necessary when making-decisions about that child's educational function-

ing. Assessors should.be aware of:

a. conceptual level and sequence of student activities;

b. number of academic tasks and task sequences;

c. evaluation methods used in classroom;

d. variety and levels of, instructional materials;

e. appropriateness of curriculum and materials for the child.

3. Instructional behavior. Teacher behavior is the unifying factor

which brings the environment and the curriculum together to impact on the child.



To be effective, assessment processes must be conducted so that specific reme-

dies expressed in changes in instructional 6havior can be generated

Engelmann, Gsnzin and Severson (1979) 'observed that

,...the teacher achieves behavioral change only by manipulating
environmental events. This point is extremely imps tant. It

follows that the remedy must cloarlywimply maniOulat'on of those
environmental events. It must tell teachers what they are doing
wrong and what types of different teaching behaviors they should
implement. The remedy must be specific and concret:. because teach-
ing always involves specific and concrete acts. (.. 356)

Then making decisions about the functioningl.of tudents in educational

settings, it is important to consider the three factors listed above. However,

the primary focus during the assessment process should be on the pupil's prob-

lems and remedies that can be implemented with the available resources.

Several models have been develoPed for systematic educational assessment.

Underlying all models is the movement of decision-makers from information which

is general,.broad, and only assumed to be accurate, to information which is

specific, precise, and valid. The purpose of gaining valid information through

the `assessment procedure is twofold. First, professionals must be in a position

to make valid intervention decisions about a pupil with special needs: Second,

the assessment infbrmation ebtained must provide the basis for an evaluation of

the success of any interventions that are Amplemented.

In the following section, an example of a systematic assessment model is

presented. Assessment methods and sources of informationlut the child are

integrated into an assessment procedure. The procedure outlined is one which

might be followed in an interdisciplinary evaluation process. However, it cer-

tainly is the case that many of the procedres described may be used to' advan-

tage by school personnel outside the formal assessment process.
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A Model for Systematic Assessment

Screening

Referral and verification. 'The referral process is the first step in

assuring the appropriate programming of children with suspected speCial educa-

tional needs. Referrals are typicqlly#4itiated by counselors, psychologists,

classroom teachers or resource teachers, but may be initiated by others, includ--

ing the students themselves, or their parents. Informatiot4 leading to the yell-

fication of educational problems for which a student has been referred can come

from examination of e student's cumulative records and direct xlbservAion of

the student's behaviors. Data on the student's personal, medical and educational

history from cumulative records can contribute to referral infor&tion and allow

educational personnel to discern the pattern of events leading up to the present

situation. Observations can provide comprehensive, detailed, and specific in-

formation about the behavior of e.student and about the contexts or environ-

ments in which the observations are made. Much of the direct observation can

A

be carried out by teachers. In fact, data collected bi'teachers before the for-

mal assessment process is initiated often suggests possible solutions to the

present problem, or that the student's behavior does not substantially deviate

from that of other class members (see "Formal Observation of Students' Social

Behavior", by F. Wood, in this series).

In observing the student in interactions, the focus should be on the iden-

tification of habitually-occurring events which reinforce the behavior being

studied. Both social and nonsocial consequences which maintain the behavior

must be identified, and an estimate of theltudent's responses to such stimuli

should be made. It should also be possible to identify means of structuring
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the environment in the future. Once educational problems and target behaviors

for the student have been identified, environmental contingencies which 1

reinforce the target behaviors can be determined.

One method of collecting the information outlined above is through a

behavioral interview. While the behavioral interview is probably one of the

least structured assessment strategie's it can nevertheless support the More

objective data gathered through systematic observation. The following outline

is suggested. to ensure that all possible information is collected from the in-

dividual and that data relevant to the formulation of an achievement plan is

gathered.

1. An initial analysis of the problem situation should be made, in which

problematic behavioral excesses and deficits as well as nonproblematic behavioral

assets are specified.

2.. The problem situation should be clarified by identifying the individuals

who object to the problem behavior and who May be affected by any behavior change

made by the student. The clarification should also help to specify the condi-

tions under which the behavior occurs.

3. A motivational analysis should be carried out in which reinforcers

(both positive and negative) that may be maintaining the problem behaviors, or

that may be useful in shaping more appropriate behaviors, are spyfied.

4. A developmental analysis should be made in which several questions are

raised about the biological, sociological, and behavioral changes that may be

pertinent to the problem behavior.

5.- An analysis of the student's self-control should be completed, in which

the limitations, conditions, and methods of self-control are defined.

6. Social relationships should be identified and the influence of signifi-

cant others on the student specified.
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7. The student's social, cultural, and physical environments should be

examined with consideration of cultural norms relating to the problem behavior,

the similarity of norms in different settings, and various environmental restraints

impinging on the student.

Schertzer and Linden (1979) recommend that information be obtained from.

significant others in the students' lives, e.g., parents and school personnel.
4

These second-party reports help in obtaining information about the student's

likes and dislikes (objects, events, places, activities, people, etc.), and in

identifying the perceptions of school personnel and parents as to the nature of

the problem they see with the child.' In addition, assessment instruments which

structure the perceptions of these significant others, such as the American

Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale (AAMD, 1974) or the

Devereaux Elementary School Behavior Profile (Spivack & Swift, 1967), can assist

in the gathering of second-party report information.

Appropriate screening procedures also require that information from previous

assessments of the student's performance on standardized tests of general verbal

and nonverbal ability (such as intelligence tests) and standardized educational

achievement tests (such as reading, spelling, and math) be examined.

Standardized achievement test data. Achievement tests are devices that

assess a student's skill" development in academic content areas. i Most tests

are commercial instruments that sample the products of assumed past formal and

informal educational experiences and measure the extent, to which an individual

has profited from schooling and/or lift experiences as compared to others of

the same age or grade. The scores assigned to a pupil reflect both pupil abili-

ty and the instructional effectiveness of the educational program. When using

information from achievement tests, the assessor must be aware (a) of the nature
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of behaviors sampled by the test, particularly the relationship of specific

curricula in use in the'school district; (b) what ,specific items. the student

has passed and failed, and consistent failure patterns; acid ,('c) that in the

'screening procedure, achievement tests determine, fn a global way, only the

child's current level of functioning.

Standardized achievement tests, such as the. Stanford Achievement Test and

0

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills are often used as screening deviCes. These tests

in fact measure the extent to which a student has baefited from past schooling,

Compared to others of the same age or grade levell. Knowing the nature of the

4

subtests in these batteries allows some information to be obtained about the

remediation needed by individual students and.provides a general Idea about where

to start additional diagnostic assessment.

Evaluation of Screening Data and Planning Interventions '

In this step, school-personnel evaluate the screening (lath and their

reliability. It 'is important to be aware of the factors influencing reliability

and validity of observation and test information.

Information gained from interviews will vary among interviewees, and these
0.

inconsistencies mean that all interpretations must be viewed as tentative hypothe-

ses to be verified or refuted with further evidence. For example; interview

data from a teacher with limited observational skills who has not systematically

collected data, or is hoping to have a difficult child removed to a separate .

special education class, will often be unreliable and biased and maybe of little

use in the assessment process.

Observational tools must be used with core and precision. Misint4rprkation

and misuse of observational techniques will distort estimates of individual be-

havior patterns which are at best only samples of behavior. interpretation of



information must include attention to pfteential problems of sampling error and

of inadequate sampling. Observer bias and the possibility of the individual's

awareness of being observed, in conjunction with the variability of behavior

and the selectivity of observation, are threats to the validity and reliability

. of observational tools and techniques.

The direct observation of the pupil in instructional settings is one way

to correct two common weaknesses in assessment practices, namely, the lack of

emphasis on alterable variables and the implicit assumption that the child is

always the problem. Too often assessment practices allocate extensive resources

to collecting data on variables that cannot be manipulated to help the pupil:

This might occur by collecting extensive data on community qnd home variables

that cannot be altered with the resources available to the school. A similar

problem occurs with the assessment of some school - related behaviors. For example,

the assessment of some categories of perceptual-motor abilities presents a prob-

lem because the etiological relationship with academic skills is .unclear and

the research suggests that our procedures for ittraining" these abilities are.

generally ineffective (Kavale & Mattson, 1980..

The direct observation of pupils in instructional settings allows for the

collection of information on instructor behavior which may be an important part

of the problem. Variables such as instructional methods, instructional materials,

classroom organization, teacher feedback and reinforcement practices are all

important variables that can be changed.

Generalizability of Observational Data

Too often observationalAata lacks validity because of incomplete sampling
O

practices. Collection of observational data in high school programs presents

obvious problems because of the fragmentation of curriculum and instructional
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supervision. Data collected in one subject matter area may have limited value

in making generalizations to other subject matter areas and other teachers.

Even with the same teacher, several observations across several lessons

may be necessary to achieve acceptable levels of generalizability. Capie (1981)

found that in observing students! on-task behavior, 20 observations in each of

five lessons were necessary to achieve a generalizability coefficient of .80 (a

generally acceptl level of instrument reliability). Capie noted that to en-
..

sure rOTabIlTty OrtfreObsei--vational samples "the .number of lessons observed

isjar more important than the amount of observations within lessons." (p. 18)

Factors affecting test validity. Whether to use a test for a certain pur-,

pose and hoq to interpret the information yielded by the test are decisions which

should be governed by-the validity of the test. Validity is specific both to

purpose and population. Despite efforts of test developers to ensure content,

construct, and predictive validity, tests are only valid for certain purposes

Selection of standardized tests must be made with the purpose of the test in

mind. These questions should be considered: ,

1. Was the test designed to be used for screening purposes?

2. Was the test designed to be used to place a student in a specific

curriculum?

3. Was the test designed to be used to assist teachers and administrators

in planning individual or group educational programs?

4. Was the test $etigned to be used for program evaluation ?.

5. Was the test designed to be used to assess individual progress?

On another level, and related to the question of validity, are questions

that must be asked to determine the accuracy of information yielded by the

test:
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1. Was the test technically adequate that is, did it specify adequate

information about test administration, standardization, reliability and validity?

2, Assuming that the test was technically adequate, was it used for the

right purpose? For example, was a measure of receptive vocabulary, such as the

Peabody Vocabulary Test, used as a measure of intelligence?

3. Assuming that the test was technically adequate, was it appropriate to

the child?( Did the student come from a cultural group comparable to those in

the norming sample? Was the test age-appropriate? Did the child possess physi-

cal and mental characteristics comparable to those in the norming sample? Did

the test require responses that a child with motor, visual or hearing impair-

ments would be unable to perform? Was the tester aware of any medication the

child was taking? Many drugs, such as Mejlaril, Dilantin, Valium, or Ritalin

may affect test results by influencing the nature and rate of responses (Wysocki,

Fuqua, Davis, & Breuning, 1981).

4. Is the assumption being made that norm-referencedrscores such as grade

and age equivalents, or composite scores such as IQ or Social Quotient (SQ), are

giving adequate representations of skills-and deficiencies?

5. What information does the tester have about the child's background an

current status and performance that will assist in accurate interpretation of

test scores?

6, What relationship exists between the test and the curriculum in which

the student is.currently placed? Is the test measuring knowledge (and the-chance

to acquire it) or is it measuring variables that may not be in the student's

repertoire of learned,behavior?

If these questions cannot be responded to adequately, the test information

must be interpreted with caution. In such cases, more appropriate assessment
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is necessary'to provide an accurate picture of the student's abilities and

deficiencies so that an apriropriate and relevant program can be developed.

Intervention

The purpose of an educational assessment is to provide: (1) recommendations

for instructional and behavioral goals and objectives, (2) recommendations for

educational placement,--(3)measures Of students' present skills, (4) measures

of students' progress toward established goals and object6es and (5) evalua-

tions of the effectiveness of students' educational programs. In the following

141,

section, some methods for using assessment information for these purposes will

be presented.

Activities

Investigate the assessment procedures used in a school. To what extent

are decisions based on standardized and achievement tests? -To what extent are

data related to a student's actual behavior and specific skills used in the

assessment?

Plan to spend 30 minutes with a child. For 15 minutes ask the child,

questions from a standard psychological test (e.g., WISC-R, Stanford-Binet,

ITPA), and for the other 15 minutes have the student answer problems from a

personally constructed, sequenced list of arithmetic problems. Compare the

usefulness of the two assessment procedures in making statements about.the

child's educational abilities and needs.
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Norm-Referenced and Criterion-Referenced Assessment

Quality educational programming requires that assessment instruments be

used to ensure/that each pupil enters a curriculum with the necetsary prerequi-

site skills. A testing technology has been developed that is concerned with

defining the relationship between an individual's skills and instructional se-

queees. Glaser (1963) in an article on the measurement of learning, ddfined

two types of tests. One type, the norm-referenced test, evaluates the child's

performance by comparison with that of the other children. The intelligence

test is a classic norm-referenced test. the other type, the criterion-referenced

test, evaluates the child in terms of some learning task at .some absolute stand-

ard that is independent of other children's performances. The criterion-

referenced test isidesigned to identify the rertionship between a pupil and

a specific instructional task. If a teacher wants o know what types of number

tasks a child has mastered, then a criterion-referenced test would generally be

called for.

Although a test is usually constructed as either norm-referenced or

criterion-referenced, a person may use one test for both purposes. If we were

to examine the items on a standardized achievement test for patterns of suc-

cesses or failures on specific instructional tasks, we would be using it as a

criterion-referenced test. If we .used a test developed as criterion-referenced

to rank the pupils in a class, we would be using it as a norm-referenced test

because the child's score (rank) would describe him in terms of his relationship

with others (the rest of the pupils in the class).

Normative Testing and Instruction

The need to develop individualized Education Programs (IEPs) for special.
S.
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e ucation pupils requires reconsideration of the role of,norm-referenced testing

p ocedures. Normative tests are typically designed for such purposes as predicT

t on, selection, Mid comparison. Special education has a long history of at-

te pting to adapt these tests for individualized instruction. However, elept

for a few standardized diagnostic tests which have both norm-referenced and

criterion-referenced properties, the majority of norm-referenced tests provide

1

1

ited information for guiding the teaching of specific skills: A major prob-

encountered in the use of norg-referenced tests is that most are not de-

si ned to relate directly to a specific curriculum sequence.! The discrepancies

betlween norm-referenced and criterion-referenced test information become espe-

. 1 1

cially important when using such information for individualTrogram planning.
i

Two Types of Testing Compared

Norm-Referenced

Evaluates individual per-
formance in comparison to
a group of persons.
Is used to evaluate a 1

student as "below grade
level," "at grade level,"
or "above grade level."
Fails to indicate where
students have mastered
thZ spectrum of instruc-
tional objectives.
Generally poor aides in
planning specific instruc-
tional programs.
Is often vague in relation
to instructional content.
Does not operationally
define mastery and/or
success.
Applies poorly to the
individualization of
instruction.

Criterion-Referenced

Evaluates individual performance
in relation to a fixed standard.

Not concerned with grade level
descriptions.

Identifies- the individuals who
have-mastered the spectrum of
instructional objectives.

Geared to provide information
to be used in planning instruc-
tion.

Is content specific.

Operationally defines mastery
and/or success.

Applies directly to the indiVidu-
: alization instruction.
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Is not concerned,with task
analysis.
Test results interpreted
in reference to a person's
position in relation to4he
scores of others. Opt

Depends upon task analysis.

TeSt results interpreted in
reference to a person's positIon
in relation to the curriculum.

--adapted from Housden, J..L., & LeGear, L. An emerging model:

Criterion-Referenced-evaluation. Thrust, April 1973.

In the example in Table 1, data were collected from twenty -four pupils

referred for special education services as spelling failures. Two types of

test data were collected: (a) norm-referenced dataQfrom a standardized test,

and (b) data from a criterion-referenced test that identified the placement of

a child with regard to the specific spelling curriculum in use in thie school.

Generally, a criterion-referenced test is not used to identify grade levels

because this usually entails moving from specific practical information to

more general and TeSS preStfiptive-information. For purpose§ of comparison in

_ this case, however, a grade level score was assigned .to the criterion-referenced

data. This grade level score indicated the level in1the curri ulum set for that

grade at which instruction should begin. An observation of he scores in

Table 1 reveals that the difference between the overall mean grade level scores

on the two tests was not great (0.14). However, when the pupils are considered

as individuals, relationihips between normative scores (standardized achievement

test) and criterion tests (currleculum placement test) are sopreat that the

rather common practice of using standardized achievement test data for individual

program planning must be questioned. In analyzing the content of the two tests,

it was found that the criterionLreferenced test content was consistent with the

specific spelling program in use in the school, which placed a strong emphasis

on cltrolled sequences built around the phonetic structures of words. In this
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Table 1

SPELLING FAILURE REFEkRALS

Norm-Referenced Score- Curriculum Placement

Ach. Test Score*
(Norm-referenced)

Curr. Placement*
(Crit.-referenced)

Differences
in Placement* .

Grade
3

N = 6

1.1

2.0
2.0

1.7

1.7
1.4

2.0
2.2

2.2
2.0
2.0
2.2

.9

.2

.2

.3

.3

.8

-.45**

1.8 2.2 .4

Grade 1.8 2,0 - .2

4 2.1

1.5

2.2
2.2

.1

.7
X = -.23**

1.5 2.0 - .7

2.9 2.2 + .7

3.2 2.8 + .4

Grade 3.2 2.2 +1.0

5 3.2

3.4

2.2
2.2

+1.0
+1.2 .

X = y,55**

N = 6 3.2 2.8 4- .4

1.9 2.6 - .7

4.5 3.4 +1.1

Grade 2.9 2.8 + .1

6 2.9
4.0

3.4.

2.8

- .5
+1.2

.68**

N = 6 4.8 2.6 +2.2

2.9 2.8 + .1

Total number of subjects = 24
Difference between means = .14
Correlation between normative and
criterion-referenced test scores = .65

*All scores expressed in grade levels
**Positive score indicates normative test higher
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instructional program, irregular words were emphasized much later than they are

in some other types of spelling programs that use different theoretical ration-

ales such as "frequency of use." The content of the standardized achievement

test stressed irregular words much earlier than did the criterion-referenced

test; it was, therefore, of little value for making decisions related to the

phonetically oriented curriculum being used for the twenty-four children listed

in Table 1. Thus, itis *portant to choose tests that relate to the curricu-

lum being used in drder to obtain accurate data in developing the child's-in-

dividual program.
0

The Process of Diagnosis

The process of diagnosis in an instructional setting has been
likened by some to the medical process frommhich the term has its
roots (i.e., a doctor examines the patient's symptoms and the pat-
tern of these symptoms leads him to the diagnosis thata certain
,disease of dysfunction is present).

This analogy is spurious, however, for it implies that the
learning diagnosis identifies or defines a knowledge "disease" or
a disorder rather than a specific need or a cluster of needs,
which is what actually takes place. Diagnosis in education, then,
is actually a needs assessment process.

The instructional manager uses his professional skills and
the instruments and techniques available to him to examine the
present state of the learner in r.lation to preestablished
learning outcomes or objectives, usually arrayed in a continuum
or hierarchy of progression (Hickey & Hoffman, 1973, p. 35).

Diagnostic Devices

There are a number of standardized diagnostic tests avail*e that have

both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced properties. Many standardized

diagno6tic tests can tell the teacher whether a child is above or below average

for his chronological age in the ahea tested, and in sub-areas tha make up the

generervarea. These tests also have some value for program e tion, since
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they demonstrate student achievement particularly if accountability data are

required in-simple, readily understood terms. ThOr weakness in this regard

is, of course, that student achievement is directly tied to the content of in-

struction and measured progress is highly influenced by the congruence between

test and cdrriculum.

In many settings where quality student assessment procedures exist, broad

standardized tests are used in combination with criterion-referenced tests that

are more specific to the local curriculum and associated materials. A stand-

ardized diagnostic math test might indicate that a child is weak in addition

combinations, but a more specific instrument will be needed to determine which

addition combinations need to be taught to the child.

The skills assessed by diagnostic reading tests include those of oral

reading, comprehension word attack, word recognition, and rate of reading.

Tests commonly used are the Gray Oral Reading Test, Gates-McKillop Reading

Diagnostic Tests, Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Stanford Diagnostic

Reading Test, and the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test. Another approach is exem-

plified by the Fountain Valley Support System in Reading, a criterion-referenced

testing system. The Fountain Valley system includes pupil profiles which provide

.a record of individual pupil achievement and facilitates the monitoring of pupil

progress.

Diagnostic assessment in mathematics leads to specific information about a

student's performance in content areas (e.g., numeration, fractions algebra)

operations, and applications (e.g., measurement, time, problem-solving, money).

A
Three most commonly Wised diagnostionathematics tests are the Key Math Diagnos-

tic Arithmetic Test, the Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test and Diagnosis:

An Instructional Aid in Mathematics.
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The Relationship of Domain- Referenced Testing to

Criterion - Referenced. Tests

The quality of, a. criterion-referenced test depends on the 'degree to which

a skill area is clearly identified and represented within the test. Some cri-

terion-referenced tests are poorly constructed. In recognition of this fadt,

Hively (1974) coined the term "domain-rkferenced." A domain-referenced test

is one in which the emphasis is placed on precisely identifying skill areas

(domains). The test items of a domain-referenced test are selected so that one

can be certain that a child who meets criteria on the items which represent a

domain would be able ,to master all other possible items of the domain when they

were encountered. For example if a series of test items was prepared to test

a child's mastery of a domain, such as long division of decimal fractions using

single digit divisors, the test items would have to include examples with zero

in the dividend. Without such examples involving zero, there would be little

guarantee that performance on the test items would generalize to all the types

of long, division examples a child might encounter.

In describing the term "domain-referenced," Donlon (1975) noted:

The label "criteiion-referenced" haswhat Hively calls."surplus
associations." Further, Hively has recognized thatottr-oduca-
tional objectives are seldom detailed: We say we want the child
to "know the alphabet," not to know the letter "a." We aim then
at classes with related behavior; the model'is not one of apprais-
ing the "ability to jump from standing"--a domain of jumps, for-
ward and back, sideways, landing on one foot, and so forth....
Hively and his associates have thus improved upon "classical"
criterion-referencing. They have stressed the complexity of
domains by pointing out subdomains....(p. 39)

Domain-referenced testing is one approach to criterion-referenced testing

in which considerable care is taken with test item selection to ensure that we

can generalize from performance on the test items to the specific curriculum

area (domains) that,the test items are selected to represent.
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Criterion-referenced testing can ready its full potential only when it is

so integrated into the day-by-day functioning of the classroom that it cannot

be separated out as a "testing' activity. Indeed, its contribution to the direc-

t4 and programming of instructional activities should be such that the teacher

sees it as indispensable for facilitating effective instruction.

The diagnostic class profile is a basic classroom management companion of

a criterion-referenced test. Unlike ma' : "clinical" tests, a school-oriented

criterion-referenced test has to take into account the management problems faced

by the teacher who is responsible for the total class. The basic parts of a

diagnostic class profile are (a) a listing of the pupils on one axis of a ma-

trix, and (b) a listing of the specific skill being tested on the other axis

of the matrix.

An example of a diagnostic class profile used with a criterion-refer'enced
x

punctuation test (Hofmeister, 1972) is listed4,in Figure 1. Along the top of

the profile are 20 skills in a suggested order'of instruction from left to

right. A listing of the pupils whose skills are being evaluated is on the
I

left-hand side of the profile. The top right-hand corner of the profile lists

the coding procedure used to record test data. Most class profiles can be

adapted to monitor progress as well as providing pre- and posttest data.

A well-structured criterion-referenced test should generate direct indi-

vidual prescriptions for each child. In the case of the punctuation test

(Figure 1), the individual prescriptions are obtained by reading from left to

right after thq child's name. Small group prescriptions can also be obtained

by working vertically down the class profile. Figure 2 provides another exam-
/

ple of a diagnostic class profile (adapted from Morgan, 1981). In this example

the results of an instrument for assessing preacademic skills are presented in

matrix form.
-36-
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A PRIMER ON INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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adapting Test Content

The content of many tests is often accepted as unalterable because of

association with normative testing in which alteration of either the test cob-

tent or the administration procedures results in invalidating any normative

information oollected from such administrations. In some criterion-referenced

test situations, alterations can be made without invalidating the test. In

the math combinations test (Figure 3), a number of the items require negative

numbers as answers. If a teacher feels that these negative number problems

are inappropriate for her needs, she can delete such problems to make the

test more responsive to her needs.

Random and Linear Access

In the math combinations test (Figure 3), there is very little inherent

sequence among the subtraction examples. Because of that fact and-the rela-

tively low conceptual level of the task, it makes little difference,where one

begins teaching. This test is an example of a random access test.

There are other test areas where sequence is important, as with the sub-

skills of the long division algorithm, or a spelling list based oniword,diffi-

culty. Tests in which sequence is important are termed "linear access tests."

The designation of a test as a linear or random access test has a number of

instructional and testing implications. In a random access testing situation,

.flash cards can often be used both for testing and teaching. The,use 6f a set

of flash cards for each child is one of the quickest and most practical ways

to identify and group the ;items q child knows and does not know. In a linear

testing situation, it is not always necessary to test all the skills in the

'test area. For example, in spelling it might be sufficient to test until the

child starts /ailing and then start teaching. Further testing after the child



Subtraction

Date: Grade: o.)

DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC

15 5

-6 -2

-2

Time:.

6 4 11

-1 -0 -8

6 4' *9 13
-8 -1 -0 -8

2 8 16

-1 -0 -8

8

-8

17

-8

15
8

-14

- 5

12 8 12 16

-8 /-3 -5 -7

-5

a

8 15

-5 -7

13
- 5

11

-5

11 5

-9 -4

11 16 10 11

- 7 -9 -4 -6

12 11

- 9 -4

10 6 10 18 12. 11

-3 -5 -7 -9 -4 -6 -2

13 17
- 7 -9

15 4 10.

- 9 -4 -6

12

-6

8 1

-11 -1

Name:

14

-7

13

-9

12 10 13

-7 -9 -4

.

14 14

-9 -6

. 9 10
-6 -2

8 9 2

-6 -2 -11

8 3 10

-2 -9 -1

2 14

-6 , -0 -8

3 7 10

-1

.,

-0 -8

3 9 12 10

-0 -8 -3 -5

Figure 3: Math combinations test in subtraction with diagonal sequences
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has started failing would certainly be aversive to the child, and Nery likely

a waste of instructional time.

Cross - Referencing

Prescriptions based on the results of criterion-referenced tests, where

possible, should cross-reference from skills to !instructional materials.. Skills

might be cross-referenced as shown in the following example. In the example,

the page numbers refer to the text being used in the child's classroom.

SKILLS INSTRUCTIONAL EXAMPLES
PAGE NUMBER

TEST EXAMPLES
PAGE NUMBER

1. parts of a mixed number

2. mixed number products

172-173

176

174,

184,

192,

192,

456

456

Commercial Criterion-Referenced Testing Systems

A number of companies publish comprehensive testing systemS,' which provide

data on a child's performance on several hundred skills. Some of the systems

require - computer scoring services. Some of these testing systems can be cross-

referenced with most of the major basal reading programs and math texts in use

in the schools. Eilamples of some of the available criterion-referenced testing

systems are: The.;Prescriptive Mathematics Inventory, published by the California

Test Bureau, A Division of. McGraw-Hill Book Co.; The Fountain Valley Teacher

Support System, published by Zweig Associates; The WisConsin Design Program,

published by NCS Interpretive Scoring System; and the Beginning Assessment Test

for Reading, published by Lippincott.
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The following description from the preface to the Teacher's Handbook for

Diagnosis: An Instructional Aide Mathematics, Levels A and B, (developed and

published by Science Research Associates, 1980) is representative of the approach

taken in some OT the Well-developed commercially available criterion-referenced
r--

testing systems:

Each diagnosis lab provides sets of diagnostic probes-- exercises
designed to help the teacher identify the specific weaknesses of al
student. The exercises are based on the comprehensive lists of learn-
ing objectives on the back of the probe. By freeing the teacher from
the time-consuming task of developing detailed diagnostic tests, a
diagnosis lab enables him to focus his efforts on the instruction or
remediation needed by each student to correct identified weaknesses.

Also provided is a Prescription Guide with which teachers and
students can quickly determine where--in a large'number of texts and
supplementary learning kits--mateHals pertinent to the achievement
of each objective are presented. Multiple references are"given for
every learning objective. Thus, if the student has had difficulty
with a given text presentation or other instructional material, he/
she can be directed to another. This approach allows for a multitext
and multimedia approach, accommodating a wide variety of learning and
teaching styles.

While some educators still champion "tacit learn-Mg" and stress
the impossibility of reducing all aspects of the educational process
to behavioral objectives and demonstrable outcomes, it is generally
accepted that mastery of fundamental skills is, perhaps, best taught
in this fashion. This is the basic premise of the series of diagnos-
tic labs; to provide a convenient method of helping students attain
all the fundamental skills and concepts upon which much of their
future education will rest. (p. 1)

Setting a Criterion

One of the major purposes of a criterion-referenced test is to help deter-

mine which skills to incorporate in remedial instruction. The manual accompany-

inva criterion-referenced test should specify skills to be tested and the

sequence in which these skills should be taught. As yet, not enough researgh
A

has been done to indicate precisely what degree of success should be used to

indicate when a skill.is mastered. The following are guidelines for setting a

criterion:
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1. A criterion should be based on the subject matter, and one level of

attainment(e.g., 95 percent correct) should not be expected to apply to all

!subject matter areas..

2. The range used should be 80 percent to 1.00 percent. If a skill is

important in terms of personal safety (itor instance, driver's training) or as

a prerequisite to an important/skill, a range of 90 percent to 100 percent would

. be appropriate.

3. The criterion should be related to the nature 'of' the test. If the test

item was designated as follows:

Question (1) 34

-19

then a criterion of 80 percent on the total test might be appropriate. If the

test question were of the form:

Question (1) -34 Check one: (a) 13

-19 (b) 14

(c) 15

(d) 16

then a criterion of 90 percent might be more appropriate because of the chance

factor and prompting associated with the multiple choice format.

4. A criterion may take into consideration the performance of others. A

level may be established by referring to the relative .position the student holds

in a particular group. This adds a norm - referenced element to the test.

5. A level may be set by judging minimal competence. Experts decide what

score a minimally competent person should obtain.

Use of Profiles irr Planning Educational Programs

Teachers and other school personnel are often interested in the relative

levels of mastery that,a student demonstrgtes in various skill areas and/or in
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the differences in performance across skill domains within one pprticular test.
yf

Although the' construction of profiles from test scores is a common practice,

their analysis and interpretation are complex procedures. School personnel must

be cautious in using such information for purposes of educational diagnosis and

program planning.

Salvia and Ysseldyke (1978) note that fleducators expect children with above-

'average intelligence to perform better than average in their academic work. If

their achievement is not also above avtrage, it iscoften a source of concern"

(p. 408). It is also true that children who achieve relatively low scores on

intelligence tests are expected to perform below average. Too often, poor per-

formance on a test of ability leads to expectations of poor performance in other

skill areas.

Professionals have used assumptions about the correlation between ability

and achievement to support classificatiob Of students in different areas of

exceptionality. Salvia Sand Ysseldyke (1978) point out that:

Flat profiles of individuals whose functioning measures signifi-
cantly below average in both intelligence and adaptive behavior
are used to confirm diagnoses of mental retardation....A child

who has a significant discrepancy between measured intelligence
and both measured achievement and perceptual or language func-
tioning, or both, may have a learning disability. (p. 409)

It is also assumed that program planning may be facilitated through use of .

profiles of achievement tests. P6or performance in one or more academic areas

4P

may indicate a need for additional instruction. Conversely, high achievement

in an academic area may indicate special interests or skills which can be capi-

talized on in instruction.

If profile analysis is to be of use in develOping'instruction, attention

must be given to the reliability of score differences and to the differences-in
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norm samples. Salvia and Ysseldyke (1978) provide an example of profile analysis

which is reproduced in AppendixT.

Activity

Select a norm-referenced_achievement test commonly.used,in schools:

1. Analyze the contents.for adequacy in assessing a specific ability of

students (e.g., multiplication of two-place numerals; inferential comprehension

of grade level reading material).

2. Compare the test content with the scope and sequence of the curriculum

being used in the school.

3.. Identify specific changes in instrument content and test procedures

(e.g., use'of oral responses, written responses) that allow for more precise

recommendations to be'expressed in terms of the curriculum and materials being

used In the pupil's school.

Evaluation of Intervention Effects

The success of any effort to improve-a student's academic and/or social

performance should be evaluated from two aspects: (1) The extent to which the

treatment results in significant change and/or progress, and (2) the extent to

which the treatment program is valid.

Evaluation of Intervention Outcomes

Public Law 94-142 requires both assessment of students who are receiving

special education\serviCe and educational interventions and the evaluation of

the effectiveness of those services in achieving objectives for the students.

The current emphasis on individual educational plans (IEPs) has resulted in a

need for the school personnel to become inplved with assessment of outcomes of
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their programs for handicapped students. Beyond this mandated assessment of "le

programs of a relatively few of the students in regular classrooms, much benefit

may be gained fripexpanding program evaluation to assess the progress of all

students.

4 In his discussion of the assessment of behavioral change, Phye (1979),

points out that the educational professional is concerned both with the nature

of the- change and with the evaluation of the impact of the intervention.

Nature of the change. Here, the types of questions to be asked deal with

14
the reliability of the data shRwing a change in behavior sand the direction of

the change. Evalbatiob in this area is typically concerned with the improvement

and/or modification of the intervention program. A.standard method of assessing

the nature of a change due to intervention is through a simple pretest-posttest

procedure. In addition, the assessment of instructional objectives must be

dealt with on a continuing basis at all levels of an instructional task in order

to monitor instructional methods and materials.

Evaluation of intervention impact. To evaluate the effectiveness of the

educational program the following question should be alked: "To what extent wars

the observed change a result of the intervention treatment?" Here the program

to be evaluated may be any program or curriculum by which a student's education

is guided. The "treatment" may refer to the standard program in a regular.

'classroom or a modified program in which an individualized educational plan is

carried out.

Given, the ethical and practical restrictions that are placed on the profes-

sional

J.

in the school setting, evaluation of program effectiveness via* "true'

experimental design is not generally possible. Phye (1979) therefore suggests

that some form of time-series design would be valuable in evaluating prograth
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impact. In other words, an on-going evaluation of a grog am may not be abfe to

demonstrate that a program is necessarily better than ot4 r possible programs,

bilt it should be able to demonstrate that students in thiat program are progressing

over time.

Treatment validity. Closely related to the issue of evaluating program

effectiveness is that of treatment validity.' It is common practitr in special

education to use certain tests as a basis for prescribing educational treatment.

When tests are used in this way, it is necessary to assess their treatment validity,

i.e., to assess the degree to which they enable educators to accurately describe

a program's effectiveness. In this sectioh a procedure is described for assess-

ing the treatment validity of a test.

There are essentially three areas of possible threat to treatment validity.

These areas were described by Gallery and Hofmeister (1978) as: (a) the lack

of a relationship between test and treatment; (b) the low quality of treatment,

and (c) the lack of relationshlp between 'treatment and pliaculum.

Relationship between test and treatment. Can an educational' treatment be

prescribed, given the test results? If the answer is no, decisiOns about

treatment are unreliable. The treatment decisions may result in the student's

failure to achieve, and such failure would be difficult to assess since it could
Tr)

be the regult of inaccurate measurement, ineffective treatment, or, both. Related

to this concern is the teacher's ability .to determine a starting pint for

treatment, If,the test results do not give some indication of where the treat-

merit should begin, the treatment may be inefficient or ineffective.

Quality of treatment. Was the educational program field-tested or,researched?

Them must be empirical evidenCe'for an assumption that the program should yield

affirmative answers to the following questions:
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I. Is there evidence that the skills being targeted in the program were

mastered by students on whom the materials were field-tested?

2. Are the responses required in the student assessment similar to those

required in the educational program?

I 3: Are the students on whom a program was field-tested similar to the

pupil(s) being assessed?

Relationship between treatment and curriculum. To what extent are the

program objectives contained in the curriculum? The issue here is one of

efficient use of time. A discrepancy between program objectives and the curri-

culum content could mean that the program has little relevance to the student's

needs.

Validity involves all interpretations of the assessment data. Validity

does not necessarily refer to the nature of the test(s) being used. That is,

one cannot automatically assume treatment validity for a criterion-referenced

test and for a norm-referenced test The extent to which test results can

assist a professional concerned with planning effective educational programs

depends on the degree to which the criteria outlined are met.

Conclusion

This overview of educational assessment and its purposes has been designed

to assist the progress of the diagnostician through the complex maze of educa-

tional decision-making.

Educational assessment is a multidimensional procedure by which the infinite

variety of a child's. behaviors is observed and evaluated. Legal and social
0

mandates,. combined with research findings, delineate the responsibilities of

chool\ cho professionals in assessment. These requirements have resulted in a crucial
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need for educational decision-makers to understand the natuhe and limitations of

assessment technology.

The goal of educational assessment is the generation of educationally rele-

vant decisiOns designed to make positive differences in the lives of children.

School personnel must be prepared to be accountable for such decisions. One

measure of such accountability will be the valid and reliable relationship be-

tween assessment, the demonstrated needs--67the student, and the success of in-

structional strategies designed to provide for those needs. To assess the pupil

and ignore the' instructional environment is to imply that the pupil is totally

responsible for his/her level of educational attainment.

In this module assessment strategies and issues have been cov19,ed in a very

cursory manner. Obviously, adequate competence in pupil assessment requires

much more than familiarity with the contents of this module Considerable prac-

tice and experience is required to develop assessment skills. Some of this

practice and experience should be a part of all classes that deal with methods

of instruction, whether these deal with reading methods for elementary school

teachers or science methods for high school teachers. Some of this experience

should be gained in well-selected practicum placements.

Attached in the appendices of this module are a few exercises which could

be used in teacher education programs. Of course they are only a beginning.

What is crucial is that teachers leaving today's colleges have a background in

and commitment to on-going student evaluation. It is only then that we can

feel confident that,.in an era of growing heterogeneity in school populations,

an appropriate education will be provided for all of America's children and

youth. -

Os.
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Posttest

According to_Publiclaw 94-142_, the .primarY purpop. of assess ent is 0

a. develop appropriate educational programs

b. make. educational decisions about the lacement of children in' curricula

and programs.

c. evaluate the effectiveness of the chi d's individual education,program
in meeting identified goals and objet Ives.

d, all of the above.

for handicapped children.

2. Because school professionals have different training and unique skills, the
responsibility for educational assessment should be

a. allocated to the person who spends the most time with the child in
educational settings.

the sole responsibility of the school,psychologist as a function of
his/her training.

c. an integrative process involving every person who has contact with
the child .in the educational setting.

the co-equal responsibility of those who are in a position to contribute
educationally relevant informationabout the child.

3. Continual evaluation of the child,s progress is necessary for the following
reason(s):

a. to make' sure the assessment iniIrttments'used reliably identified the
general nature of the child's problems.1

to ensure that the child is not causing further problems for the teacher.

c. to ensure that the studentis in the right curriculum and is learning
at his/her maximum rate.

d. to ensure that thestudent's placement will be final and that there.
will be no threat of his/her personal adjustment because of movement
td a new position.

oo,
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4. In using the information from observation and interviews, school personnel

0
a. can view the information as accurate because of the reliability and

validity of the instruments used.

b. know jhat they have obtained accurate information.

c. know that the information they obtained is more accurate than informa-
tion from only the child's teacher because the latter is not specially
trained to assess students.

d. know that tntervieW-observation techniques are too subjective to yield
precise and reliable information, but can be used to supplement and
verify other data gathered on the child.

A criterion-i-eferenced test places a ..child in terms of

a. a sequence of tasks.

b. a set of percentiles.

c. other children.

d. a set of norms.

6. Norm-referenced tests are often

a. sensitive to a specific curriculum.

b. good diagnostic instruments.

c. insensitive to a specific curriculum.

d. useful for directing specific remedial programs.

7. A domain-referenced test is one form of a

a. standardized diagnostic test.'

b. norm-referenced test.

c. standardized achievement test.

d. criterion-referenced test.
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8. The intelligence test is a

a. norm-referenced test.

b. criterion-referenced test:

c. Omain-referenced test.

d. achievement test.

9. If a criterion-referenced test was used to rank the pupils in a class,
the test would be used as

a. a criterion-referenced test.

b. an achievement test.

c. a norm-referenced test..

d. a domain-referenced test.

10. There is a strong movement to de-emphasize testing for purposes of

a. identifying and classifying.

b. remediation.

c. specifying students' present level of skills.

ed. planning educational programs.

11. The most used special education testing procedures are those procedures
which

a. give a percentile ranking.

b. facilitate remediation.

c. facilitate giving end-of-term grades.

d: place a child in relation to his peers,

p

12. When a child meetslcriteria on a domain-referenced test, he should

a. have mastered the test items only.

b. be able to master all examples of the domain when encountered.

ri

c. have mastered alt least half of the possible examples of that domain.

d. none of the above.
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13. When selecting an assessment instrument, professionals should first

a. decide on the scoring procedure.

b. make sure that there are at least two forms of the test.

c. clarify the purpose of the test.

d. make sure the students can understand the directions.

14. For criterion-referenced testing programs to be effective,

a. they should be administered by an impartial outsider.

b. they should be administered at the end of the year,

c. they should be integrated into the daily teaching procedures.

d. they should be administered at the beginning of the year.

15. A matrix with one axis listing the skills and the other listing the pupils
is a

a. table of norms.

b. diagnostic class profile.

c. individual prescription.

d. standardized test.

16. A criterion-referenced test can be made more practical by

a. adding norms.

b. expressing results as ercentage.

1

c. cross-referencing the skills.

d. expressing results as ranks.

17. A diagnostic class profile can be used for

a. recording pretest data only.

b. recording pre- and posttest data and monitoring student progress.

c. recording posttest data only.

d. recording the data on which each class is given.
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18. A well-constructed criterion-re-ferenced test should

a. generate prescriptions for direct individual instruction.

4

b. generate percentile rankings.

c.c_provide information regarding the appropriate norm-referenced test
to give. hi

d. none of the above.

19. If a teacher feels that parts of a criterion-referenced-test are inappro-
priate, he/she should

a., not use that particular test.

b. adapt the test by deleting the parts he/she feels are inappropriate.

c. make up his/her own test.

d. delete those parts he/she feels are inappropriate, but realize that
the test isIno longer valid.

20. Test developers claidi that Test A is more reliable than Test B. To determine
the accuracy of their ,claim, .what information would you need about Test A?

21: The tailors of the WRAT state that no attempt was made to obtain a representa-
tiv national sample of students for the standardization of the tens Each

le el of the test was standardized on at least 150 males and 150 females at
each of nineteen age levels, producing a total standardization population of
5,868 persons at Level I and 5,9.33 persons,at Level II. "Norms were not
stratified on the basis of race, ethnic group membership, socio-economic
level or geographic region. Schools in only seven states were included in
the standardization sample. No handicapped children were included (Salvia &
Ysseldyke, 1978, p. 160).

Identify five chtracteristics students may possess that require caution
in interpreting test results and that may demand adaptation in test adminis,
tration.

22. What are the two questions to ask when evaluating the nature of behavioral
or academic change in a student during and after intervention?
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23.. When assessing treatment validity, Whfcb three areas will, be of possible

threats to validity?
,

24. Now do the needs of administrators in regard to assessment information
differ from t4, needs of teachers? What are the practical implications
of these differing needs?. #

tzl
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Exercite 1

It has been noted in'the research literature that the lack of mastery of

sounds of letters is a major skill deficit-in many poor readers. You

will be presented with. a paragraph which a student has read with markedly

poor skill. Specific problems are identified in the test by a code which

appears beneath the paragraph. Look for a consistent pattern and frequency

of errors. Design a criterion-referenced test which will cover all the

problems identified. TheAest will be individually and orally administered

as a pre- and posttest to monitor instruction in the pronunciation deficits.

Also prepare a diagnostic class profile to bI usedin association with the

test. The class profile should include the following components:

a. a space for listing at least 10 pupils;

b. a listing of the sound being evaluated, and

c. a clear and simple coding procedure for entering the test results.

, The coding system should allow for updating the profile as skills

are mastered.

All the administrative procedures should be described in sufficient detail

so that another teacher might use the instrument without additional in-
4

formation and/or training.
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(0)

Van

Reading Paragraph

(very VAN'SIVE
)

(pronoum:d "d")
r, a (o)

Is lh, of d din. Be lives in a cave near

bed and a- stove in

(o)

cave. Van made bed of old

(0) (big)
...-

a lake. Van has a A

"bed" at
first)

He made Q stove

(said "bed" at first)

of old brItcks. He sleeps in the bed. Spit 1 ike to sleep nea stove. His

bed-is jus

(a)

old coat.. ,

(1773e) (q)
,-

Spot likes to live in Van's cave. It is home for old man and
/

(0) (a) (o) (a)

. . 0
Oncq Van and Spot went to hunt ducks. Vin saw a f16-ck of ducks land on lake.

(L'ird) (fird) (0)

Re fired and f6ed at the ducks. "I hit five ducks," said Van. "Jump into

(a)

water, Spot, and get

get ducks.

(a)

ducks for me." SO6t jumped into the waves and swam to

Scoring Code

1. (letter or word sounded incorrectly)

2. (22) (word skipped)

3. c (word or letter which student self-corrects)

4. A (insertion)'

5. sk . (rows skipped)
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Exercise 2

You will be presented with a case report of a student who has been referred

to a school psychologist for evaluation, On completion of the reading, decide

whether you shave sufficient information about the child to make recommendations

for him as regards educational placement and treatment. If you do not feel that

there is sufficient information, what adititional data do you require and how

will you obtain it? Detail the procedures you would follow and the methodologi-

cal considerations you would make in your choice of assessment instruments. I

elude an outline of the, procedures you would follow in evaluating the success of

any educational program you\Smight recommend. Discuss the result of this exercise

with other member; of the group.

Case Report

Client: Wadell P.

Age: 10.7

Birthdae: 2/3/65

Date of ,Evaluation: /10/75

Parents: Edward and Jane P.
327 East 800 North Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

Referral Reason:

Wadell P. is a black student who was referred by his .teacher, Mr's. Sharon K.,

and Principal, Mrs. Noreen S., of A Schools for psychologiCal evaluation

and possible placement in a service plan for an educationally significant handicap.

.Tests Administered: 'Stanford-Binet, tM, Intelligence. Test

Stanford Achievement Test

Draw-a-Man (unscored)
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Background Information:

Wadell P. transferred to A School on January 7, from a school in

Los Angeles, California'. His -recor* were not available from that school at this

time, but his current principal, Mrs. S , related that Wadell's mother indi-
1

cated he "had some problems" at the previous school. He was placed i n the class-

eoom of-Mrs. K ,.and over the past month she has voiced some concerns which

necessitated this referral. Specifically, Mrs. K reported that Wadell

does not seem to be'intereted in making friends or in the activities within the
le

classroom. She des ribes his behavior as "impulsive" but generally "underactive,
I ,

as he seems to act in slow motion." Often he "Aeses to talk," and often fails

to make appropriel responses in social situations (i.e., doesn't talk to other

children when spok4n to, doesn't join in games). She also indicated that "he

is a--clumsy child,/or at least uncoordinated fhis age. When you can get him

to respond, he seems to be a little behind in all subjects, but especially read-

On the first day of the evaluation, Mrs. P- was in attendance and,pro-

vided the following information. Wadell is the second of four children. He has

had no significant- illnesses up to this elme. When tested previously, his

vision was believed to be 20/20 in both eyes and his hearing was "OK." Mrs.

P stated, "I don't think there is a problem with Wadell; he's fine at

home." Then was added, "Mr. P is employed as a plumber, presently, and

the family receives assistance through the Department Of Family Services:" Both.-

parents reportedly completed the ninth grade. Mrs. P work9d as a sales

clerk "before getting married and becoming a housewife." Mrs. P reported

that both parents take little interest in community affairs.
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Behavioral ,Obse'rvations:

The-tests were administered in two morning sessions on two consecutive days.

On the first day, Wadell was brought to the testing room in the school by his

teacher. When introduced to the examiner, Wadell remained quiet. At this time,

Wadell was only given a Draw-a-Man, which was not scored, and whose purpose was
d.

only as a rapport builder. On the second day of testing, Wadell was frequently

verbal with the examiner, and his speech could be characterized as "slow."

bring administration-of the Stanford-Binet (an I.Q. test), some of the answers

were impulsive, especially for the memory-for-digits items. Although rapport

could be characterized as good, Wadell seemed quite distractable from the task

at hand when the examiner would reach into the kit for the next item. Wadell

remained in his seat except on two occasions. When walking, he seems to drag

his feet in.an uncharacteristic gait. He does not hold a pencil solidly.

Test Results:

The Stanford Achievement Test s administered first as a broad-based

assessment of Wadell's academic achievement up to this point. He was adminis-

tere4-the Primary ',Battery (or Intermediate II Battery) and according to the

norms supplied, obtained the followingscores:

a. Word Reading: one year behind a. same

b. Paragraph Meaning: 10 months behind b. same

C. Word Study'Skills: 10 months behind c. same

d. Vocabulary: 4 months behind d. same

e. Spelling: 5 months behind e. same

J. Arithmetic: 6 months behind f. Arithmetic

(1) Concept Formation
3 months behind

(2) Computation
3 months behind

(3) Application
5 months behind
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The Stanford-Binet was administered next as an indicator of Wadell's ab-

stract verbal learning and problem-solving ability. The test\results were con-

sidered to be valid it Wadell was passively cooperative. According to the norms

supplied, Wadell received an IQ=77. He had iparticular problems on the vocabulary,

maze, and memory for digits items, He was unable to give a reasonable answer

when asked, "What would you do if you were asked by a stranger how to find the

nearest service station?" (Answer: "Who? What service station?") Scattered

throughout the oiher items were answers which can only be characterized as a puz-

zled look, as if Wadell just didn't understand the question. It is felt that

has difficulty with receptive language. Questions had, to be repeated;

he did not engage in conversation.

Summary

Wadell's assessment indicated that he is performing at a low level academi-

cally, particularly in receptive and expressive oral and written language. It

should' be noted that when a social worker visited Mrs. P at home, she

found that Wadell's behavior at home is in sharp variance with his behavior

`at school. He is capable, happy, and talkatiVe with his peers. No one in the

family is concerned about his pattern of poor performance at. school.
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Exercise 3 .

'Te a commercial elementary school text in arithmetic.

1. Develop a criterion-referenced test that cowers the major skills which

students are expected to learn while working in this text.

2.CDesign a record that would aflow a teacher to keep a sequenced, on7aoing

record of student progress while working in this °text (indicating your

criterion for mastery of specific s((ills).

3. Develop a brief screening :test which would allow you to

(a) determine readiness` of a student to use the text, and

(b) to place students at the appropriate place within the text.

a

40-

ti

O

6
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Exercise 4

It has been noted In the research literature that the lack of mastery

of the sounds of. letters is a major skill deficit in many Ipoorreaclers. Design

a criterion-referenced test that would be individually and orally4administered.

The test should cover:

(a) all the consonants,

(b) all the short vowels,

(c) all the long vowels, and

(d) several common consonant blends_

Also prepare .a diagnostic class profile to be used in association with

4
the test. The class profile should include the following components:

(a) a space for listing at least TO pupils,

(b) a listing of the sound being evaluated, and

(c) a clear and simple coding system should allow. for updating the

profile as skills are mastered.

1

All the administrative procedures -should be described in sufficient detail so

that another teacher might use the instrument without additional information

and/or training.

et

'No
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Exercise 5

The situation: A high school remedial math teacher set up a grading

system fOr the end-of-term reports as follows: A = 90%, B = 80%, C = 70%,

D = 60%. rhe percentages re r to the average of the mid-term and final exam

results. How might the teacher apply some of the,mastery learning constructs

and still award grades?
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Responses to Exercises

You will note that thee is a si1pnifitant pattern (or set of patterns) to

errors made in reading this paragraph. There are numerous cases of the reversal

of the letters "o" and "a" in different words. SoMe words were substituted for

those in the test, and there was a constant omission of "the" and "an," though

significantly not of "a." Words containing "i" were mispronounced. Errors in

the second paragraph indicate that the student did not discriminate the word,

"strive." He/she seemed to expect that every reference would be to "bed."

Nowever, he/she did make a correction on both occasions. Any remediation should

*

focus these deficits. Your criterion-referenced test should be constructed

4
to monitor progress in these areas. When constructing the test, remember to

include criteria for mastery and to rational-i-ze your choice.

2. Information presented in this case study is not adequate for you to make an

appropriate de4ision about educational placement and treatment for Wadell..

a. There seems to be a discrepancy between Wadell's behavior at home and at

scpool. You would need more information about. such variables as the

teacher's expectations of Wadell, demands made on him by the cla'ssroom

environment, and the nature of reinCcement methods employed in the

classroom.

b. The testing instruments used should be evaluated to determine if they were

appropriate, particularly in terms of language, concepts tested, relation-

ship to turriculum, etc.

4.

c. You would recommend that further assessment be conducted. A thorough

assessment of language, both neceptive and expressive, is necessary.

d. You would recommend further assessment in deficit academic areas, with

particular foctA on criterion-referenced information. You would, of



course, outline the considerations you would make in selecting the assess-

ment instruments.

e. Following the assessment process, you would examine the curriculum in which

Wadell was placed to determine which deficit areas are the results of

inadequate or inappropriate classroom learning experiences and which are

the results of learning problems.

3. Responses will vary according to the text selected. Students may benefit from

comparing responses with students working from the same text. CompaHsons of

criterion-referenced tests based on different texts designed for the same grade

are often useful in showing how curriculum can affect a student's preparedness

for standardized, norm-referenced achievement tests.

4. The attached list of basic sounds might be used as a resource for this exercise

if the participants do not have ,curriculum knowledge in this area. The major

point to be brought out here would be the alternative of assigning grades in

terms of units mastered rather than in terms of average stores. For example,

a grade of "A" might be assigned to students who master nine of the ten educa-

tional units in a given course.

n.
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Sound
Number

1

Sound

Supplement for Exercise 4
(Single, Letteri)

Key Words

me, him

2 apple, fat

3 so, kiss

*e me, he

5 fuli, if
6 `d did, feed

7 r ran, rip

8 it, pin
9 cat, traffic

10 0 ox, not

11 n not, sun

12 top, hit

13 h hat, how

14 up, rug

15 go, rag

16 1

17

lit,' will
win, watch

18 kiss, milk

19 * o open, go

20 very, 1 ive

21 p pat, sip

22 e end, pet

23 big, rib

24 y yes, low .

25 j jump, jeep

.26 x

27

' box, siX
.

my, cry

28 z . zoo, buzz
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Sound
Number

Letter

C mbination

Letter Combinations,

29 it
_ 30 th

31 qu

32 er

33 ea

34 of

35 ur

36 ee

37 wh
1

oo

.1/9 aw

_/40 or t
,

- 41

4

Key Words
t

bird, fir
then, that

gult, queen

her, faster

seat, mean

old, bolt

turn, ur 4

p.

fegt, 'nee

wheri,rt why

boot, moon

Jaw flaw

for, order

maid, pain'

42 oa oat, load
or,

43 -ou out, loud

44 igh night; sigh,

45

.47

-48

ayr stab .pa

al bald, fall

oy " box tOt

sh shout, wish

*

49 ar ar, start

50 of di1, point

_51 ch chop, rich

52 ** a-e gate plane
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w

ff Letter Combinations
,(Continued)

Sound. Letter
Number . Combination Key Words

53 ** i -e like, dive

54 *;/c 'o-e rode, home

-55 . ** u-e mule, flute

56 ew news, skew

# 1

5J

ov..
* , y, -7'ythe,line over these letters indicate that the letters, be the long_

sounds and \have the same squitd as the name, of the letter (e,g., as in 6i,, go,
cry, fie-, K6, drys), A

- a-e
.i-e
o-e
u-e

k

These are long sounds .e.g., "a-e" is the long sound of 'a")
f011awed by a "silgbt e" (e.g., as in make, home, drive, fuse)
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Key to Pretest

Short Answer Items.

1. To make educational decisions about the performance of students.

2. Testing is only one method of assessing a child. Assessment is ilflexitde,

continuous process leading to an ongoing program which may be modified in

the interests of the student's life situation and of a reduction in, his/

her current specific difficulties.

3. a. Selection and administration of tests in a nondiscriminatory m nner.

b. Provision of test materials and procedures in the child's native

language or mode of communication.

c. Prohibition of! the use of a single test or procedure as thefole

criterion for determining educational placement.
/

a. Chilcd's files.' I

b. -Information from significant others in the child's life.

c. -Observation of the child.

d. Norm-referenced tests.

\

e. Criterion-referenced tests.

5. a. Current life circumstances\

b Developmental history.

c.- Extra-personal factors.

d. Situational factors.

6. a. Referral.

b. Screening.

c. Evaluation of screening and planning interventions.

d.. Evaluation of intervention effects.
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7 a. Observer bias.

b. Awareness by the student that he/she/is being-asseelit.--

c. Inconsistency between interviewers.

d. Test invalidity and/or unreliability.

8. A student's scores on an achievement test reflect pupil ability as compared

to others of comparable age level and the instructional effectiveness of an

educational program.

9 a. . Use bf the

b. Use of ..the

10. a. To provide

b. To provide

c. To measure

d. To measure progress toward goals.

e. To measure the effect of an instructional

11.

test for purposes other than those for which it was designed.

test far individual purposes when designed for use with a group.-

recommendations for instructional an4 behavioral goals.
o

recommendations for educational placement.

present skills.

program.

Norm-referenced tests evaluate the child's performance by comparison with

that of other children. Criterion-referenced tests evaluate the child in

terms of some learning task at some absolute standard that is_independent

of other children's performances.

12. A domain-referenced test is one in which the emphasis is placed on precisely

identifying skill areas (domains). The test items of a domain-referenced

test are selected so that one can be certain that the child who meets cri-,

teria on the items which represent a domain (such as long-division of decimal'

fractions using single digit divisors) would be'able to meet all the other

/examples of a domain when they were encountered.

13. a. Criterion should be based on subject matter.

b. The range should be 80-100 percent,
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c. The criterion should relate to the nature\of the test.

d. Performance of others.

e. Expert decision on minimal competence.

14. Nature of the change in the student and impact of the intervention.,

15. The degree to which tests enable educators to accurately degcribe a treati

ment effect.'

a. Parental permission is necessary before initiation of diagnosis or

evaluation and for placement beyond a regular education classroom./

b. Multidisciplinary evaluation. /

c. Due process or procedural safeguards to ensure the educational rights\\

of the child.

True/False Answers

1. F 7. T

2. F 8. T

3. T 9. F

4. F 10. F

5. F 11. T

6. F 12. F

13. T
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fKey to Posttest

1. d 6... c 11. b 16. c

2. d 7. d 121, b 17. b
/

3. -a. 8. d 13. c 18. a

4. d 9. c 14: c 19. b

5. a 10. c / 15. b

,f

e

20. a. Validity of the test for the purpose and the populations.

b. Information abouytechnical adequacy of test

(1) administration
Al:

(2) standardiption/norming groups.

c. Knowledge of the physical and mental characteristics of the child being tested.
)

0/

d. Knowledge of curriculum in which child is currently placed.

e. Reliability coefficients (for test and subtests).

21. Answers should include.: Characteristics of geographic region,-cultilral/ethnic

background, age' of student (C.A. and M.A.), nature of disability and its

possible effect on nature and rate response; any medication prescribed for

the child and its influence on the nature and rate of response.

22. a. What is the reliability of the data supporting a cha'nge?

b. What is the direction of the change?.

23. a. The lack of relationship between test and treatment.

b. The quality of treatment.,

c. The lack of relationship between treatment and curriculum.

24. Administrator Needs

Student program placement.
Evaluation of educational progress,.
Appraisal of effectiveness of specific curricula and programs.
Identification of students with specific disabilities for funding purposes.

Teacher's Needs

Instructionally relevant infor ation.
Precise knowledge of students' specific skills and deficits.
Any other information that will facilitate effective intervention.

Practical Implications 7/1

Nature of assessment instruments (norm-referneced, criterion-referenced,
diagnostic rather than achievement test, relationship between test and
curriculum sequence).
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Recommended Reading

Adelman, H. S., & Taylor, L. Initial psychoeducational assessment and related
consultation. Learning Disability Quarterly, 1979, 2, 52-64.

Abstract:' Criticism of current approaches to assessment )ndicates the need
for effective alternatives. Given a general understanding of the criticism,
the authors describe the basis for arr'alternative -approach to initial assess-
ment activity. Specifically, the discussion focuses on (1) a conceptualiza-
tion of initial assessment and consultation; (2) the problem-solving paradigm
as a framewor for guiding this activity; and (3) a description of procpdures
and initial %from a demonstration program.

lkBecker, W., & EhgI, ann, 5. Teaching 3: Evaluation of Instruction. Chicago:
Science Research ssociates4976.

.

N
Abstriact: T s book elaborates and exemplifies many of-the constructs pre-
sented in it sect on on educational assessment. Included in this book are NI,

.' the follawin topics: 'kinds of tests; understanding test scores; constructing
-estr ctional-progr -based tests; approaches to monitoring student progress;

-outco e evaluatio hipriteriqp-referenced tests; norm-referenced achieve-
ment t ts; interpr g norm-referenced test Scores;,,and who can be taught.

NE,

Gallery, M., & Hofmeister,

'A of t,sets in special educItlft.
A method for assessing the treatment valid4Y
The Exceptional Child, 1978, 25(2),-105-113;

Hofmeister;°A.'M. Testing and teeatm
4 bilities, 1979; 12(3), 73-75,-

Abstract: The above two articles tnclude speciYic recommendations to the
psychologist who is concerned 'about selecting tests that-will have instruc-
tional relevance. A detailed frame of reference listing specific criteria
f6r test isprovided.

4

validity. Journal of Ledrninq Disa-r

Learning Disability Quai^terl 1979, 2(4).

Abstract: This As:Re is,sue h4ghlighn'the assessment of learning disabili-
ties. ihree article's that are especially applicable have been included in.
the'. Ari otated BibliograOhy. , .40

T1

ti

Salvia, J.., & Yssvldyke,-(:k E. Assessment in special ant' remedial educa Ion.
Boston: Houghton - Mifflin, 1978.

. , !,

: v ,k 1

. .
0 0, ,1, 1

Abstract: This text is designed ppimarily 'for teachers in special and
remedial education, but alstiefor' the support sys em ofi sippectel education

,

'students, including counselk, educational ad nistrators, school psycholo- '

gists, and social workers. No prior knowledge of measurement and---statistical
concepts ,is assumed.. 1

, .
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Parts 1 and 2.provide a geheral overview of an orientation to assessment.
Part 3 provides detailed discussions and assessment of achievementintel-
ligence, adaptive behavior, and readiness. Part 4 is integrative and deals
with the application of assessment practices in special and remedial educa-,
tion.--Part i is felt to be particularly applicable to thiscmodule,:

Thurlow, M. L., & Ysseldyke, J, E. Current assessment and decision-making
practices in model ID programs. Learning Disability Quarterly, 1 979, 2(4)
15-24.

Abstract: Pata-fromquestionnaires completed by forty-four Child Service
Demonstration Centers were analyzed: InforMation was provided on the num-
ber ofi children served, the LD definition used, the kinds of assessment
data collected, and the purpose for which they were used; the spetific
assessment devices used to collect data,. and-the purpose for which they
were used; the typicat compositiOnof the placement team, and the major

' sequential steps in the. assessment/decision-making process. Results sug-
gested that assessment and detision-mhing in the field of learning disa:
bilities are characterized by variability and inconsistency, , The impliCa=7"'

tions of thei-findings for current assessment, practices are summarized.

,
°.

.

, Ysserdyke, J. E., & Al gozzine,1B. Perspectives on assessment of learning
disatoked students. Learning Disability Quarterly, 1979, 2(4), 3-13.

Abstract; Current critical issue< in assessment of learning disabled
students are descpibed with special emphasiS on logical fallacies im the
assessment proceS.s. New directions in assessment are speOfiqd and d.k-
cussed.
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rhsessment and Selection of LeiAure SkilI. for Severely
Hanthi-apped Individuate

Leisure skills programnrink severely
handicapped individuals is it/lving incre.ised
attention. For example, availability Ol leistire
skill materials & Dclongchamp,
197.1; Reid..Willis. Jarman, k Brown, 1978),
type of materials (Quilitch & Risky,. 1973),
and proximity of bbjec is (Beason & Daven-
port, 1962: Wellman', 1978) are effective
techniques which l'equire nihilistsl trainer
intervention. On the- other hand, more, in-
trusive types.of teacher assistant c have been

, demonstrated, such as reinforcement of ap-
prpriate objeCt manipulation (avell, 1973),
mudding (Gabel. 1l endrickson, & Strain,
1978; Maris S.' Dolker. 19'4;

GMarchant , 1938),, and task analysis (Mareliant,
& %Veltman, 1979; Nietupski & Williams,

"1974; Wehinan & Malt ham, 1977; Wehman,
Renzaglia. Berry, Schur,, & karan, 1978).

These efforts represent a. significant step
toatd documenting the Icisul e
ities of severely and prof otinclIS. handl( ap.pd
individuals..Regrettabls hosvever, little infor-
mation is ay.tilahle t t4valit Co assessing age-
appropriate skills. Further more. once a t om-
mitnient to leisure education leas been made.
teachers and other practitioners are faced
with the following question: Which /route
shill(s) should br selroed for untrualont .With
the Nrge number of leisure skills (e.g.. games,
hobbies) available, and the recreation skill

. deficits characteristic of most severely.hancli-
ciptied individual's, 'assessment. and skill

0

selection are pincesses c1 itical to el licient
instt fiction.

The purpOse of this impel is twofold. st

leisure skill variables Will he identified 114-
assessinent. These lat 101'S pl (Witte d1ilt 1VIII
types 111 data at/0111 all 111(Is1 ICI111t:

ac4ivity. Second, «1 Will criteria still 1e
proposed which ma% be used as guidelines
for skill selet tion. '11n. present wpm is
intended for practitioners ssIto win etnIt
individuals of all ages classified as model .itelv.
severely, and in olotlially mentally retai deft
(IQ =0-51).

Leisure Skill Variables for initial
Asgessment

Assessment of an --Unlit- dual's leisur skill
competent ies is netess,os before designing
an appropriate plow am. Initial assessment
will help dcterininc which skills the panic ipant
call pc i form independd) and wIlich skills
Et:guile set bal, gestin al, or plus -sic al assistant e.
Unlo1 uniattl) we at a -n a ware of anyith-
fished or unpublished Icistueskill itiVentories

CIIITIC1110111

ate sensitive to ,the unique needs and
pl oblms of seel els. -and prolotitulls
capped pet sous. Alt hough work Is 1311(1(1.a).

.
(e.g..Weli man. 1979), at this point i is neces-
sar to use leisure skill invetifitt designed
for 'higher- him noising individuals or recrea-

.
tifin activity gnicles W ith at tivities or skills alai

dit
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have not been tank analyzed. in the.absence
of a Comprehensive curriCUltim guide, Ow
Variables listed below highlight important
leisure skill areas for functional assessment.

Proficiency of Leisure Skill: Task Analytic
&fellow. n(

Although. there arc a number of areas whiCh
can be assessed in a rest cation environment,
an initial consideration must he whether the
individual knows how to interact with the. materials.
Stated another way, when given leistire skill
materials, can the participant use diem ap-

opriatel4 If not, then systematic instruc-
. tion is required.

What is requirfd for evaluating leisure skill
proficiency is task analytic assessment (Knap-
czyk, 1975). An instructional objective must
be written fora given .material. The objective_
should reflect the specific skill which the .
teacher wants the child to learn. An example.
of et task analytic assessment for playing with
a spinning top.is provided in Table 1. This
table contains an instructional objective, a -
task analysis for playing with a-top, and,the
verbal cue provided during the assessment.
The recording form indicates that for the

fir it five days of assessment (hawline) the
child performed a total Of ilium. three. two,
four ; 'and four steps ,independently.yhere-
fnre, inttniction should begin-4'step three
in the task analYsis..

There,are multiple advantages to this type
of observational assessment. first, the infor-
Mationrollected about the child on a particu-
lar platy skill helps the teacher to, pinpoint
the exact point where instruction. should

. begin, Therefore, the child does not r eive
Ainstructipo On skills in which he is al ady

r advanqge is that st
step irin icittalized instruction is facil
Evaluation of the child's proficient wt h
different toysover an extended pct od o
time will atio be more objective and precise,
and will be less subject to teacher bias.

. .

Duration of Activity

If an individual has some degree of proficiency
with leisure materials as Reid, et (1978)
found, then the instructional . irariable
interest may be the duration _or length,,,of-.
time- the participant engages in actiiiity.'
Dttration may be assessed by recording:The
amount of time spent in dilleretit.fat.tivines..--" .

TABLE 1

Task Analytic Assessment for Playing with a Totb-.'

instructional Objective: Given a lop, the child will stiin'the.top iodepenitently a nitilimuin ul live times
for three consecutive days.

Verbal Cue: "Sally, play with the top."

I. Sapproaches top
2. S plates hands on top
3. 5 finds handle of top
4. S pushes handle down on top oncg
5. S brings handle up
6. S brings handle down on top twice
7. S brings handle up each time
S. S brings handle dowAnt top three times.
9. S brings handle up each tiutc

10. S brings handle do nut toplqur times
11. Strings handle 4 each time

S brings handle down ont'op five times
13. S brings handle up each time
14. S stops top (rom,siiiiming
15. S puts top awe

Th T
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efetence
'I.

Functioning I.evel

Physical Chatatteristics

AgeA ppropriateness

Access to Materials

Suppon of I Ionic
Imsironment

What skills does the client all eacly dernonsto me?

Whai ate the client's capabilities and edut animal needs?

What physical (ha: at tells's( s does the client have ot lack w ho Ii tny
interfere with !cisme skill development?

Are the skills whit II have been selected for insirticiital aIPPI iate
for toOnliatidilpped pee' s?

1/ties the client base access to mate; ials (financial resin', I CS, II 1i15100.
1111011. et(.)?

What persons are available in lite home Or neighboulim etivioonment
to I eint tate leisure skill des elopmetir?

FIGURE I.

General Factors to Assess in Selection of Leisure Skills. "

FrequClify uf luirrar(rudi

Fut many severe!) bandiCapped children. an
important instructional goal is to initiate and
stostain interactions with peers more iie-
(Picini). A relative!) Common octorretic
may he the pi esence ol several handicapped
children playing in isolation of each other
(luring 1 tee play (Ii Met t(ks, et al.. 1978).
Ihning these play siniations. the potential
benefits of social interaction are 1101 :Willie&

One vay of assessing NI 11 LI) inter:1(14)i) is
a simple count or !hi: number til times a cl,:141
initiates au n11(4.1(111)11. I eceives :too inter.sc-
tion. sustains an toter:1114m. (Jr terminates
all intei action. l/tit anon assessment may be
used to measure the length of tile interaction
'between peers and also het %seen the t hill and
adults in the i otmr: A se, ond means of gatInIrr

'more io if titillation Cm) 54 141.11 interactions
is the coding 01 specif it pes tifinteractions.
Carves. and Ma- assn. iates (:Itibtociar, Corley;

Husk,. Pally. and Ttirnei'
(I 977)411ave suggested 20 social intei acfio0 .

skills widei the lou o .-interaction ,categories.
III :Iddition to pi °siding .sequence, these
skills may be task anal% /et! and I he child's
proficiency oil selected behavitits assessed.
These lour categories 01 1111 11011 can
be employed to cock' the tprolitative nature
of the interaction f I fantre-'s ietnpski
1Viiiiams, .1 077).

Dirrction of Irtieractilli;

Amilviing the diret IiOil Of interactions can
be belpIttl8in zussessing %,ltichitindividtials iii

the environment are reinforcing to Olt child.
As Beveridge, Spencer. and Miller (I 978)
observed, child-tracho interactions occur
moo c 1 retpoently than t hilt I-( hild interactions.
especially with severely hantlit apped children.

. Sit net tired intervention 11% .111 adult is usually
required to increase t interactions
(Slit ires, 11 ('ster. & St I 976).

1 he ection 01 interat lions should he
assessed (holing home visits while observing
the I 161(1 )laving with siblings or sill: liCigh-
boo hood t i11i41i,en. Data on initial lions With
handic appet I chiltlreti ;o11(1 svith nonlialitli-
caoped peels 5110111(1 be rut (tided. This Is pe
of behatitio al an:11)5k can lit i eS ealeclvsince
iilf )S1 110iiiiiiidk11)1)(41 ( iiukhei. 114'1 not in-
clack hatnlic,,-apped 4 Milken in plav unless
prompted'. and rein! on ed for adult's. (e.g..
Apollt & Cooke, 1 9781.

A Model for Selection of Leisure Skills
: -

AVhile the leisure (list tossed
above are imp)i tatit in the pi ogram des clop-
111(1)1 OCeSS, it iseill1;111) inipen'tant 1411 (5 it'W

s slv111.1.111.11.1.11 ti .141 1.1 ho r skill sekctivii. The,

11,11111e, 01. :IsSessIlie111. &11:1 and 1 At tors
instils C(1 lii Figitte I will 1',ittistititte t he initial
skill Ny41601.1.1 hose (titet 1.1 most be Caifel till)
assessed bel'ore beginning a,aro %rain. Thee).
Mc Ride part it-pain's leistn c skill pryter-
en( e. funCtioning level, physical chaiteris-

age-ttiipropt iatuttess oh Abe skill, Pall ici-
pant's act:e5s Iti materibls, and I lie quality awl'
sto 11)011 available in the bonne environinent.

91
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Figure I outlines a sequence of cpiestitme
which the teacher should ask in reviewing
skills for institution. these guidelines will
be helpful in dew' mining the range of skills
which may be selected. The proposed skill
selection model is I urtcntly being field tested
with Sotelely hanclicapited Students of all-ages.

A,

Leiuire Skill Preleirtur

4 he initial question to consider .in deter-
mining whic It !risme skills to select for instruc-
tion is "How does the individlial presently
spend his bee time?" Stated another war, this
question refer s to what lism c skills ate cur-
1 ently in the Mai% iilital's repertoire.

Preference is a valuable indicator because
(a) it may provide the icachei svith insights
as to the type or categoi y (if leieul c at !nits
that the participant enjoys, (b) the activity
mar he used as a reinforcer for other new
leisure skills which at e objectives Of Men in -
lion, and (c) it allows the leacher to dewr ruhic
what the pat tic ipant can ah eady do. As an
illustration consider the presentation of a
variety of leisure materials (e.g., blocks.
retold playa, viewfnulet ). The teat llvr could
°beet ve and I corn d which materials were
pick, 1 ed. how prolnient the inch% idual was
with the maul ial, and lor what period of
time he engaged in its use. Similar assescrnms
might be made with condom- I eel-cation:II
equipment. The data collection sheet we-\synted cal het i Table 2 provides a means
for assessing dm ttions.

'I'he identification of object preftentes
.-

may be helpful iii deto milling the partici-
pant's leisure skill prefer enee: howevei , it
does not tell the teacher what materials
and/or activities to make available. l

e, it is ci itital to relate ppropt iate leisure
activities to the individual's qn..cilic eduta-
tional and/or habilitation needs.

Functioning Lepel and Specific Educational
Needs

.The individual's functioning level will affect
the thoicof materials and activities which
shotdd 14-- provided lor assessment. Con-
sideyaticin of the individual's abilititS across
major curritiluni areas cannot be ignored.
l.s.pressive and receptive language (061pr-
tem-les, fine and gross motor development,

fi

and social skills must .be evaluated in (let
mining which leisure skills to target for
instruction,

Initial screening of the student's function -

ing level should leveal the:behaviors in this
.individuancxepertoire and the behaViors or
component skills which make up the leisure...
activities that ate targeted for instt action. A
general parity or agreement between these
two questions mast be made in order for the
leisure skill selection to Ix. appropriate.

Consider the following illustration. Susan's
!EP indicates that at her pi esem pet formance
level she is tillable to attend for a period
longer than three seconds. yet demonstrates
competent line imam- behavior (e.g., able to
grasp and pick tip objects. push pull objects,
squee/e, release and ti anel et ). She is usually
withdrawn from others and stays in the corner
engaging in high rates of Stlf:-stimulation.
ix., twisting siting or picking up scraps of
paper from floor and putting them in her
mouth. Susan's teacher has provided a variety
of card and board games for Susan and the
other students in the play area. Iloviever,
Susan does not play appropriately with the
games.- Her approximate functioning level is
not at parity with the skills lequired in the
bOard games.

If the !P committee has done a good job
of initial assessment and instruletional objec-
tives have been clearly specified, then selec-
tam of leisure skills may be facilitated through
interrelating I EP objectives with leism c skill
goals.

Phyti ral Motor le ri3 tics

In most cases, newhehaim can be developed
;ihd maintained ill individuals who are func-
tioning at low"devekpmental levels. This is
done througli behavioral training techniques
(e.g., Kazdi)t, 1975). However, the partici-
pant's physical diaracteristics will directly
affect selection of leisure skills for hist! uction.
Individuals with severe motor impairments,
extreme spast kit y, or uncontrollable seizures
present additional problems in the identifica-
tion of appripriate leis', re skillstnr instruction.

Even though such physical disalhilities arc
rarery.ri.versible, they need not interfeic with
leisure skill pi ogramming (WilliaMs, Briggs.,
& Williams,. 1979). For erkairiple, the child

54 Education and Training; of the Mentally Retarded-February 1980
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with spasticity in arps and hands might enter,
into a game of moving a ping-pong ball back
and forth through use of a head pointei;,
This same skill might also facilitate scanning
and head pointer control on a commonication
board. Another illustration might involve
using oversized pieces in a table game for the
spastic child who is unable to toe standard
size materials. (Marchant & Wellman,- 1979).
The adoptions are endless and require only°
a teacher's creativity and an occupational/
physical therapist's knowledge of motor de-
..elopinent (Williams et al., 1979).

figt-Appropriate Level of Skill

Another variable which must be considered
in the assessment and skill selection process
is how age - appropriate the skill is. The princi-
pal question to consider is, "Would a nonhandi-
capped individuafof comparable chronologi-
cal age engage in this activity during free
time?" Severely handicapped adults on the
floor pushing a toy truck around or playing
with a dollhouse arc examples of inap-.
propriate skill selection.

There is, unfortunately, limited empirical
research on leisure skill programming with
severely handicapped adolescents and adults.
It would appear, however, that the answer
to the age-appropriate problems can be
found in a detailed breakdown of .the skill
into very small behaviors. For example, the
prospect of teaching plant care to a severely
or profoundly handicapped individual may
appear remote. llowever, if plant dale is
divided into several skills (e.g., putting dirt
in pot, putting flower in dirt, etc.) and each
skill is task analyzed, then learning problems
will be reduced.

Access to Materials and Events

The most capable individual will have dif-
ficulty engaging in a variety of leisure activ-
ities without access to materials or events. At
the least, transportation and sonic degree of
financial resources are involved. The follow-
ing question must be considered, "Can the
participant get to colmOunity events, and if
unemployed, does he of she have the money
io make necessary purchases?" Although lei-
sure activities can be engaged in without
money (i.e., building a snowman), usually

some funds are necessary tot the new mate-
rials and replenishing old materials.

he., e are odic, factors to consider as well.
For example, initiating a social encounter
may be difficult without knowledge (if how to
use a telephone (Niettipski & Williams, 197-1)
or if no ph411C is availabl. 1 illerac lion with
toys or other lay Objects at home will be
difficult if the ye.-ie stored away in a closet or
have been destroyed with no hinds tpurchase
ncAi:, 'ones Similarly, many residents in slate
facilities have difficulty operating the television
or stereo which is placed eight to 10 feet
above the floor. .

In, short, a 4:n.0-n1 assessment of What to
teach must include a look at the amount and
type of materials available, the proximity and
physical design of local rut reational facilities,
The ease of transportation, and the availability
of skilled recreational 'personnel to provide
training. An analysis of these variables will,
at a minimum, facilitate a decisit in concerning
how broad a program to establish. It also
help identify what areas need more adaption
and planning.

Home Environment

Perhaps the most critical factor in leisure
skill selection is evaluation of the home and
neighborhood environment. The age of the.
iiicliiiduarsparents, the presence of siblings
or other relatives in the home, the type of
home, and the attitude of other home members
will greatly influence the variety and inde-
pendence of leisure

Location of the home will also affect the
selection process. Urban living presents dif-
ferent problems than sparsely' pt rural
areas. Sensitivity of local «Witunittities and
neighborhood members to handed tipped
persons will also be reflected in the amount
of feuds which arc appropriates) for thera-
peutic red reation jwogra mining. In -1 able 3 is
a checklist of factors to consider in % :dual ing
the environment for leisure skill
selection.

The willingness of parents antlother family
members to follow throughon school training
programs is important as well. Marchant and
Wellman. (1979) found that denionstrtition
and behavior rehearsal with a foster ntother
of a severely retarded child was instrumental
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TABLE 3

Client Home Environment

1 he pat tit ipant Ines with .

Kehl ionchips and ages of Who persons in home

!low does the participant utilize his five time at home?

Dore the paid( itiain utilize. his leism e time independently 0I" %cIIII e hi the home?

What leistire activities and interests are mimed I)) others in home?

Dow many limns per (Lei do I sematelisiblings spend with pal tic ipant?

Do bonseaies has e arty militia) (e.g. athletics. mush al ability) or leal tied (e.g. «iking. tools) talents?

Ilnsc is the participant pet ceis ed by himself and hs family menthe! s?

%Vila( are I he present attitudes 11MM (I recreation and leisure held by the pat tiripanes family members?
hoes the yarn( if reside in an urban or .'(oral area?

IS'Iat is the atliniclicid the neigh whom, tow at cl integration of handicapped persons into comniti tiny programs?

Doc. the pau ti. ipant iinera(I suit others in the neighboiliond?

iu generaliting:tahle game skills 1 unlit the
lassroom to I fie borne. Pal ent/pr,dessional

(ramie, ship is vital to maintenance of leisure
tivit t pei toile its severl) handicapped

individuals;

Summary

The put pose or this pairer has been to de-
mithe srvc"11)Pcs "1 leis"' e skill totnitctcnt)

%chi< t all he a sesc(1 sevel clr
Ilandieapped Ill( 111(1(1 illt
/no/try-Inv cith is lilt It ()hie. is of -mat el ials
were :engaged. ale 1.tillh of self-initiated
atliun, matiials pteletettce 11% (bents. and
Itrtln(11(V and (Iii 1' 111)11 of tonal intr/t/Cliarti.

111 the scond hall of the ankle, gttitic lines
fin selecting leisure skills seers presented. A
varity of :news nett identified trill( al to
the skill selet tion pm( ess. Client !HON en«.
for chile) tms materials, fiinctioning
age-appiopi rateness of at lis it% and siwport
rd the home environment wet e among the
prim ipal nisei is clusters.

1Vheii these assessment and skill MAC( boll
guidelines are !untitled in couitturtion 'with
logically se( pien«.(1 ret cation con kid mil and
instialc tional teclitiologv, the application of
the systonalit, instil« lion prucess OVelimait.

8( Mc(.aughlin. ill press) to leisure skill
development is complete. lichat remains is
the cimtitined cleveliipmt, held-testing,
and validation of leisure skill riirricilla. 1 he
11( 1)15 sequen«.(1 in these t ut rictda will then
serve as al)1""I'6"le t rit (.6'1" del "Iced
skills for assessment.
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INFORMAL ASSESSMENT OF
WRITTEN EXPRESSION

James A. Poteet

Abstract. This article presents an approach to informal assessment of written ex-.
pression which allows theAeacher to determine (a) the skills acquired and correctly
used by the student, (b) the skills needing rethediation, and (c) the skills to be in-
troduced. A Checklist of Written Expression Skills Is provided as an aid In this in-
formal assessment procedure. Results of the assessment are directly related to the
instructional objectives and annual goals In the student's IEP. Written expression
and informal Appiltasment are defined and development of the language system is
discussed. Data required by the teacher prior to informal assessment are described
as (a) the broad spectrum of written expression skills, (b) requirpments of the
specific writing task being assessed, and (c) student characteristics related to the
student's language system.

Informal assessment is an invaluable aid for
a tlearning disabilities teacher both In daily
teachipg and in providing diagnostic informa-
tion, as a member of the evaluation team..
Jiesults of informal assessment assist the
teacher in deciding what specific skills to
teach. This -article will focus on the informal
assessment of written expression.

Written expression can be defined as a visi-
ble, representation of thoughts, feelings, and
ideas .using symbols of the writer's language
system for the purpose of communication or
recording.

'A person's language system develops
hierarchically beginning with Inner language
acquired by the association of a variety of ex-
periences with words (Myklebust, 1965):
Maturity 41 language development Is achieved
by the -sequential developMent of (a). Ideas
through experiences and, thought, (b) com-
prehension of the spoken language of others
through listening; ic) oral expression of ideas 46

to others by,- use of spoken language, (d)

4

reading of the written language k,nd finally
(e) written expression_. In other .rds, ex-
pression Is the last stage of the. language
system to develop; it is V* complex and
requires the integration of all previous stages
(Myklebust, 1968Y.

Prior to informal assessment of written ex-
pression, the teacher mist possess thefollow-
in information:

1 . broad spectrum of written expression
skills,

2. requirements of the specific writing task,
and

3. characteristics of the 'student being
assessed as "they relate to the develop-
mental nature 01 the student's language
system,.

i
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The broad spectrum of written expres-
felon skills. The teacher must know the
scope of necessary skills which comprise writ-
ten expression (see Figure 1) as well as the se-
quence in which they are taught. By compar-
ing samples of the student's writing with a
scope-and-sequence chart, the teacher can
determine which skills the student has and
has not yet acquired. Knowing the sequence'
in which writing skills should be taught, the
teacher can determine which unknown skills
should be introduced first and how to
prioritize the skills that need re/mediation.

The language JR tfx.tbook in use ley the
local school distriA is dsually the best sante
for such a scope and sequence of skills.
Possibly, a local cu.-14, lurndsiguide has Irn
developed which dyes ;directions for skills
development by grade level. If such materials
are not available, an excellent scope -and-
sequence chart for grades ont through eight
is provided in Hammitt and Bartel 41978, pp.

N186-191), andsfor grades one Through twelve
in Poteet (198SI

By viewing the pt/Awn of wrif4wexpre4:
sion as being .comprised of coXponenti, each - , '``

with unique elements, the teacher can more
easily structure 'both 'assessment and instruc-
tional practices. While a variety of com- r
ponents have been conceptualized (McCrim- -
mon, 1973; Tiodges4 Whitten, 1977), the
following component?' and their elements
allow the teacher appthach Informal
assessment in h systematic way:

1. Penmanship
11. Spelling
111. Grammar
IV. Ideation

1. Penmanship concerns the legibility of
writing. Handwriting quality is the focus in this
component. The spacing of the writing on the
total page, the *acing of sentences, words,
and letters, slant, letterlormations, pressure
on the paper, and pencil grip are important
elements of penmanship quality to be con-
sidered.

11. Spelling. Words Incorrectly spelled and 11

nonrecognizable "words" .ore considered
under this component. Error patterns might 1
be characteristic of the misspellings and will be
discussed later. in the informal at sessrrient
,discussion. The percent of Incorrectly spelled

. words can guide the teacher in determining if
a remediation program is necessary for the
student being. assessed. Elements to consider
urrder this component are miscalled rules, let-
ter insertions, omissions and substitutions,
phPOTei tic spelling, directional confusion,
schwa and r-controlled vowels, letter orienta-
tion, and sequence.

111. Grammar detils with the accepted rules
and conventiong of written expression as seen
in contemporary At4rican-English. It covers
the mechanical, semantic, and syntactical
aspects of our written language and is divided
Into: a. 'Capitalization, b., Punctuation, and c.
SYn'tax, each With its own subelements.

Subelements under Capitalization specify
proper, usage of capitAl letters as proper
nouns, proper adjectives, first Word in a

sentence, first word in a 'line of verse first
word in .a quotation, prindpal °words ih a
literary title, personal titles, the use of "I" and
"0", personification, letter salutation, com-
plimentary ending in a Witter, and possible
other usages. Subelements under punctua-
tion include uses of the period, comma,
apostrophe, °quotation marks, question mark,
semicolon, exclamation Mark, colon, the
dash, parentheses, brackets, and the stash.
Syntax, which concerns the relationships
among words, has the following subelements:
parts of speech (verbs: transitive, intransitive,

'active, pssJve, past, present, future, in-
finitives; erunds as nouns, and participles ase
adjectives; pronbuns; adjectives: articles,
'modifiers, predicate adjectives; _adverbs;
prepositions., conjunctions: coordinating,
subordinating; interject(ons), agreement of
subject and predicate, correct use of
nominative, possessive, and objective case,
pronoun reference, order and' position of
words and phrases (dangling Modifiers),
parallelism, the use of abbreviations and/or
numbers, and the, Aragraph (cohesiveness,
topic sentence,otransition sentence).

IV. Ideation concerns the thoughts and
Ideas the writer has at command while
writing. The writer must have some idea to
,express or to convey. The content' can reflect
varying levels pf abstract thinking, creativity,
and emotional quality. Word choice citn
render the writing from trite to spellbinding.
Effectiveness often hinges on 'the Productivity

X
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Figure 1 ..

"o

CHECKLIST OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION'

Student's Name Grade Placement Teacher

PENMANSHIP TA A 1 R Notes 1. -..'

Rating:. 1- 2 3 4 5 . . .
--:

ot :- : -. 41,A **Spacing on the page .

., . .. .
. - -. .

B. Spacing of the sentences' .- . .
, .

---
.

C. Spacing of the words . ,,

D. Spacing of letters .

.

E . Slant , -
.

F. Letter formations

G. Pressure on the paper . 1.iR

H.cpencii grip , .
,

SPELLING t ::

% misspelled .

, ., .

A. Miscalled rule - r
B. Letter insertion ,

.

C. Letter omission .,

D. Letter 'substitution ..

E. Phonetic spelling
, ..

F. Directional confusion . ,

G. SchWa or r- controlled, vowels _ .-,- .
H. Letter orientation

.

.

., -I. Sequence -.0
.

, .

J. Other

A

VA.,"

a

. !r 7 ,

teaming Disability Qtaartirly

el*

A



Figure 1
CHECKLIST OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION (Continued)

Ill. GRAMMAR

A. Capitalizat

4

B

, t

1. pro
2. grope
3. first
4. first
5. first t
6. grind
7. perso
8. use
9.

10. sale
11, com
12. o

Punctuate
1. pert
2. com
3. ago
4. quo
5. ques
6. semi
.7. excla
8. coin
9, the d

10. pare
11. brae.
12. the s

.C. Syntax
1. parts

a. v
b. n
c. pr
d. a
e. as

f. pr
g. .c
h. In

2. agrb
3. case
4. prone
5. oc`dei

6. petrel
7. abbr(
8. the

TA A 1 R Notes

Ion

per noun
r adjective

word in a sentence ,

4word in a line of verse e

,-.ord in a quotation
pal words in a title
nal title

.

of ..f. ..(y.

nification
ition in a letter

Alimentary dose in a letter

on
d
ma
rophe
Mon marks
ion mark
colon (4.

mation mark
i

ash
theses ,

.

:ets
lash

. .
..,.., ...

of speech ,. .
_

rbs ,

)uns
onouns
ljectives
!verbs
!positions
Injunctions
terjections
P.ment

.,

)un reference .
."position of words .--2L....._.

lelism 111111111111
:viations/numbers

11111aragrap
, .
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Figure 1
CHECKLIST OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION (Conitinued)

IV. IDEATION
A. Type of writing

1. story, 2. poem 3 letter 4. report 5. review
B. Substance

1Naming 2. Description 3, Plot 4. Issue

C. Productivity
1. Number of words written 2. Acceptable number 3. Too few

D. Comprehensibility
Easy to understand Difficult to understand - Cannot understand

4:____perseveration of words Illogical
1...perseverationiof ideas diiorganized

E. Reality
Accurate perception of stimulus or task
Inaccurate perception of stimulus or task

F. Style
1. Sentence Sense

a. Completeness Tallies:
(1). complete sentences
(2). run.on sentences
(3). sentence fragments

b. Structure
(1). simple
(2). compound

, ,.
(3). complex
(4). compound/complex

c. Types .

(1). declarative
(2).f interrogative
(31. Imperative 1

(4), exclamatory
: .

2. Tone
a. Intimate

4

b. friendly c. Impersonal

3. Word Choice (N =none, F = few, S=some, M =many)
a. formality

formal_ Inf rmal_______ colloquial
b. complexity

simple, multisyllable contractions f
c. descriptiveness

vague vivid figures of speech s

d. appropriateness
u.)Inexact ords.. superfluous/repetitions omissions

Adapted from The inventory of Written Expression and Spelling (Poteet, 1980).
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level of the writing; aalenough Words used to
adquately represent the ideation ;underlying
the content? Elements within this copiponeni
to consider are: a. Type of Writing, b. Sub-
stance, c, Productivity, d. Comprehensikkility,
e. Reality, and f. Style.4

Five major types of writing are taught In the
schools-each with its own requirements for ef-
fectiveness. Theyiere stories, poems, letters,
reports, and reviews. Stories are the most
familiar to students and are probably the
easiest of all types of writing to produce.
Often story starters such as pictures or a topic .

sentence are used as-motniatofs. Poems as-
well as stories require creative skills, andithey
are often structured according to topics or
style. Writing of business and friendly letters
Is taught in the elementary grades. Reports
which make use of factual information can
range from a simple telling about a vacation
trip to a detailed scientific or literary reppli
often assigned in the upper grades. Reviews
consist of personal opinions about books,
movies, TV shows, plays.; o'r musical p jerfor-
mances.

Substance concerns the `abstract quality of
the writing which can easily be categorized in-
to the following four abstraction levels: (1)
Naming, (2) Description, (3) Plot, or (4) Issue
(Poteet, 1980). If the writing task is to write a
story about a picture, then in level one, the
writer essentially lists objeCts or people in the
pichire ("I see a fire engine, a ball, a.house, a
man, a tree, a car").. Such writing is

analogous to oral expression of labeling, a
rather Immature form of communication.
Level two, description, is illyStrated by an oh-
jectivelesorting of the content of a picture (1 4-
see a man. The grass is green. The busatis
blue. The girl is running. It is raining."). Level
three which represents a plot is a completed
story about the Picture however short or
poorly expressed. Level four goes beyond a
simple plot to deal with some moral theme or
issue.

Productivity, the number of words written,
is an indicator of maturity in written expres-
sion with more words written as the Student
grows older. Hermreck (1979) found that'
non handicapped students writing a story
about a picture selected by the teacher, wrote
an average of 83 words in grade three, 94

words in gra& four, 141,_words in grade .five,
and 200 words 'in grade six. She alSo found
that learning disabled students vuote an
average of 40 words in grade three,1S4'Words
in grade. four, 70 words In grade fiv, and 170
words in grade six. Corisequently; it seems
that learning disabled students write fewer
word's than their non-handicapped peers
(Hermreck, 1979; Myklebrist, 1973; Poteet,
1979). Some writers simply do not use
enough words to give'tleader a feeling of
completenessabout what is read. In some in4s
stances, words are obviously omitted and in
other instances superfluous words distract
from the continuity of the writing.

Comprehensibility" is concerned with' the
ease 'of understanding what the student
wrote. Reality .assesses the accuracy of the
writing which must reflect a realistic percep-
tion of the stimulus or of the writing task.
Style is the unique way a piece of writing is
written. It is highly related. to the purpose of
the writing (McCrimmon, 1973). For
writing to be effective, correctsentence'sense,
appropriate tone, and appropriate choice of

'words are necessary; these are the elements
of style.

Sentence sense subelements to consider
are: a. completeness as observed in complete
sentences, run-on sentences, and sentence
fragments; b. sh ucture as observed in simple,
compound, complex, and compound/com-
plex sentences; and c. types of sentences as
observed- in- declarative, interrogative, im-
perative, and exclamatory sentences. The
tone of the writing can be described in rela-
tionship to the distpnce the writer establishes
between himself/herself and the reader. The
writing can be described as intimate, friendly,
or impersonal.

The emotional quality of writing is best
assessed by inspecting word choice,
sometimes called "diction". Words can be
analyzed in terms of formality, complexity,
descriptiveness, and appropriateness: Words'
have been described as foimal ("to depart"),
informal ("to leave"), and colloquial ("to
split"). Some words can be quite complex
consiVirtt.of several syllables while others are
simple, short, or contractions. Descrip-
tiveness of the words can range from concrete
(Benny Goodman) to abstract (musician).

A.
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De criptive Avorls can. relate to the senses of
to ch (sandy), taste (salty), smell (Pungent),
(so nd (hissr, or sight (flicker) (McCrirnmon,'
1 73). Some writers use. such vague words
a d: trite expressionstimt the reader is left

tai Uncertainty about the writer's intent.
tese writers use words such as "all that

s tiff", "and -all", end "everything like that"
ords may also be- vivid aiid exciting; they

1st') may illustrate figure's of speech. Ap-
ropriatotess_ of word choice demands that
e exact words or idioms be used (not "I ex-

cpt your invitation"), that superfluous words
nd useless repetitions not be used, and that
ecessary words not be omitted.
When all of the above four major com-

ponents and their elements have been ana-
lyzed in a written expression sample, a com-
prehensive assessment of the broad spectrum
of writing skills will have been concluded.
Comprehensive informal assessment must be
viewed both as (a) holistic, all components
are considered as integrated into one corn-,
plete whole, and as (b) atornistic, specific
skills or elements of the components are con-
sidered.as the bits any! pieces which are com-
bined to consttuct the final product.

It is not necessary to employ all elements of
the assessment for every student being as-
sessed. The more advanced skills understan
dably have not been acquired by the younger
students and should not be considered during
assessment. The severity of the student's
learning disability, the skills which have been
taught. and the curriculum appropriate to the
student's grade placement must be con-
sidered when assessment is conducted. The
earlier skills are of primary interest for the
young& or the more disabled student while
the more advanted skills would be ap-
propriate for the adolescent and young adult
or the leSs disabled student. For the teachers
who might netd to review the complexities of
written expression, the Harbrace College
Handbook (HOdges & Whitten, 1977) offers
an excellent overview.

The requirements. of the specifl
writing task. The teacher Must consider Nte
skills necessary and appropriate to the - specific
writing task that is being assessed. While
capitalization. and punctuation skills are
necessary across all types of .writing, word

,

11

choice and sentence structure would logically I
be different In a friendly letter than Ina formal
report or would even differ between types of
stories. By considering the task requireMents
before assessment, the teacher can establish
appropriate and fair expectations of skill use.
Conversely, skills that are not appropriate cap
be identified and not given consideration dur-
ing assessment. Familiarity with the broad
spectrum of skills discussed above facilitates
this process.

The characteristics.of the student. In
light of the development of the Ibnguage
system discussed earlier, the teacher must be

kamiliar with the student's characteristics as
they relate to this development. Knowledge
of the student's personal and educational ex- .

periences and interests can be used to build
reasons for writing. Hearing: acuity and its
related listening comprehension skills must be
known as well as the student's speech pat-
terns and use of oral expression. Dialects and
cultural influences affect the way students talk
and often how they write:

The teacher must be familiar with the stu-
, clent's oral expression Many times, knowing

how a student talks helps determine if the er-
ror in ...written expression should receive high
or low priority for remediation. For Instance,
if the student wrote "Are hole farnly was
washing TV one night", one would seriously
doubt the literal Interpretation of the
sentence. Probably, the student actually says
"watching "_ If so, the error suggests a recall
error of graphically representing the /tch/
sound. Asking the student to read aloud what
was written can also provide clues to the
reasons for the errors.

Since one cannot write what one cannot '
read, a knowledge of reading skills is impor,
taut. Knowledge of fine-motor skills can ex
plain the observed quality of the student's
penmanship. Knowledge of the student's .

cognitive development can explain the level
of ideation content in the student's writing. \
An Approach to Informal Assessment In
Written Expression

Informal assessment is that set of pro-
cedures designed to provide the teacher or
diagnostician with precise answers to specific
questions not available from standardized,
norm-referenced tests. The purpose of such
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assessment Is to determine appropriate In-
structional strategies for the student being

4 assessed. Informal procedures are not stan-
dardized or norm referenced, usually do not
provide a score, may be-published teacher
made, and usually describe the behavior
rather than quantifying it. These procedures
also may provide broad general information
as obtained from an informal reading inven-
tory or may pinpoint precise skills and error
patterns suggested for remediation.

Hammill and Bartel (1978) view in-
formal assessment as "by far the most pro-
fi ,table assessment procedure,", they caution
that themethod is only as good as the
teacher's competency,' that the reliability of
the teacher as an observer is always

'unknown, and that the teacher's experience
may not substitute for normative data.

The use of informal assessment, however,
does alloy the teacher to determine what to
teach and how to teach it. When using infor-
mal assessment the teacher must always con-
sider the student's educational history as well
as the student's past and present curriculum,
and the, student's current grade placement \
To decide what to teach the teacher must first
determine:

(a) the skills acquired and correctly used
by -the student

(b) the skills needing remediation
(c) the skills to be Intioduced
Skills acquired and correctly used can be

determined by analyzing several samples of
the student's -writing over a period of a few
weeks to insure that the student reliably
displays the observed skills. A variety of types
of writing, such as letters, reports, etc., as ap-
propriate for the student's grade placement,
should be inspected since the use of skills
varies with the type of writing produced. The
requirements of the writing task, then, will
change the focus of the diagnostic inquiry.

Skills needing remediation and skills to be
Introduced are determined by noting errors
and error patterns in the writing samples.
Conceivably, any error noted on the student's
sample could readily be designated for
remediation. A story written by a bright third
grade student about an Intriguing mystery
with much dialogue might indicate that she
does not make use of quotation marks. By

reference to a scop'e-and-sequence chart the
teacher notices that quotation marks are
typically taught at the fourth grade level. This
skill then would not be considered remedial
for this third grade student, but with an in
dividualized language arts program, the
teacher could introduce this skill especially
since the student uses dialogue in her writing.

The skill to introduce might be a more ad-
vanced skill in the sequence of Adis currently
being used by the student; or it might be a
"lateral expansion" of some current skill being
correctly used. For instance, the use of the
exclamation mark might be introduced to give
variety to the type of sentences written and to
generate excitement in the thematic material
("Wow! Would you believe it!?!"). A lateral
expansion of some current skill might deal
with word choice, not so much to develop a
new vocabulary, but to use existing word
knowledge to create sensory awareness and
reader involvement ("The green slime oozed
between his toes as he felt the prickly weeds
cutting his legs").

The decision as to which skill to rein Niate
or which skill to introduce must rest with the
teacher. To assist in this decision making,
knowledge of the scope and sequence of writ-
ten expression skills, the instructional pro-
gram available to the student, . the student's
aspirations, previous skills taught in the cur-

. riculum, the requirements of the wn ing task,
and skills appropriate for. the student's current
grade placemelt must all be considered.

For the purposes here, the following ap-
prOach-to.inforinal assessment i) designed for
use with a story written by a student after be-
ing assigned by the teacher using some
stimulus as a story starter. Notations are made
directly on the written sample for use by the
teacher. The page of writing probably should
not be returned to the student; a large
number of marks could be .overwhelming.

The approach to analyzing the written sam-
ple will folloW the sequence outlined in the
Checklist of Written Ex iiression (see Figure
1). Beside each entry in the checklist, place a
check mark in one. of the four columns which
best describes the student's achievement in
written expression in tile first three com-
ponents. The .far left column (labeled "TA") is
for those skills or characteristics Which the
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teacher decides are too advanced for con-
sideration at this time Or are not appropriate
to the writing task being assessed. The next
column (labeled "A") is for skills that are ade-
qugtey itsed In the .s_ample., akills..check_ed in
these two, columns do not require the
teacher's attention for instruction at this time.
The next column (labeled "I") is for those
skills which need to be introduced to Improve
the quality of the student'S writing. Typically,
they are not observed in the student's writing.
The last column (labeled "V") Is for those
skills which need remediation or review.
These skills are used either incorrectly or in-
consistently. Skills checked in these last two
columns require the teacher's immediate at-
tention for instruction. To the right of the four
columns Is space for writing specific errors
which need to be remediated or for brief notes
regarding instructional planning.
. Before assessing the student's written sam-

ple, the teach& might scan the checklist and
deterinine those skills which are "too pd-
vanced for consideration at this time" or 'not
appropriate to the writing task" and place a
check mark in the column labeled "TA"
beside those skills. All remaining entries on
the checklist should be,inspected in the writ-
ten sample.

Once the student has completed the writing
task the teacher ,should ask the student to
read aloud what was written and should note
any deviance from the written sample (Zig-
mond. 1976),. This procedure helps the
teacher deciphering misspelled and
unrecognizable "words". NoW the teacher
should begin the careful and critical analysis
of the written sample, component by compo-
nent. using the checklist.

I. PENMANSHIP. First, obtain your overall.
irnpreSsion of the quality of handwriting. Rate
it from 1 (It's a mess!) to 5 (Beautiful!) and cir-
cle the rating number found on the checklist.
Thefi. notice the use of,space on the page,
spacing of sentences. spacing between.words,
and finally spacing between letters. Next,
determine if the slant is appropriate. Then
look at the letter formations, but always in
light of the penmanship curriculum. Notice if
the poor quality of formations suggests a
combined use of upper- and lower,case let-
ters. Then analyze the types of letters showing
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poor quality, For. instance, Inspect the short
round letters th.11 begin alike (a, c, o, etc.),
the tall letters (1, k, t, etc.), letters easily
reversed or rotated (p, b, d, q, m, w, n, u),
letters tat go below the line (g, j, p, q, y),
and slanting letters (v, w). Other patterns
might be equally important. depending on
whether manuscript or cursive is used. Write
the specific letters needing remediation on the
checklist In the space provided.'

FOr those who like visible examples, the
Zoner-Blose Evaluation Scales can provide
samples of varying degrees of quality for
grades-one through eight which can be used
for comparis'on, or even for scoring, pur-
poses. However, the best comparison is with
the student's classmates. Collect from all
students a sagi.,e of tflelekest writing of the
same sentence. Divide 'the samples into five
stacks rated "poor", "fair", '%averege", "very
good", and "excellent". Divide each of the
five stacks into five stacks similarly classified.
Continue In this manner and eventually
choose the best representative of the
"average" classification in each of the original
five categories. With these five representative
Samples from each classroom, an Individual
student's written expression sample can easily
be compared and judged as "pobr- to "ex-
cellent". Students whose overall quality is
ranked as "poor" di' "fair" on the checklist
should receive a remediation program for
penmanship skills.

II. SPELLING. Underline all misspelled
words on th.e written sample and determine
the percentage of misspelled words by
dividing the number of misspelled words by
the total number of words written. Decide at
what percent of misspelled words an intensive
spelling remediation program should be im-
plemented. Analyze the misspelled words to
determine if some sort of error pattern is con-
sistent. Many spelling errors result. from con-
fused reoall of spelling rules. Others are
related to insertion of unnecessary letters

. (umberella for umbrella), 'omission* of
necessary letters (famly fOr family), substitu-
tion of letters (mush fpr must), phonetic spell-
ing (sed for said), directional confusion" (was
for saw), schwa and r-controlled vowels (tabel
for table; doper for dollar), orientation confu-
sion of letters (d.,b,p,q,n,u,m4v), sequence
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(arninals far animals) . In the space provided
on the checklist, tally the types of errors made
in the misspelled words so that the frequency
of the errors can be discerned. Then deter-

., mine which error patterns need iemediation
and check the remediation column beside
those errors. Write those words that are Ire
quently used and misspelled as they should
receive immediate attention.

GRAMMAR. A. Capitalization.
Capitalization errors are easy to spot. Circle
the errors on thee written sample. Capital let-
ters are either omitted or inserted where they
should not be used. in the space on the
checklist write "om" for omission or "in" for
Insertion beside, the entries each tiffe an error
is observed. This information will show the
teacher the types of capitalization errors made
and the frequency of such errors, The ap-
propriate column should then be checked.
B. Punctuation. Follow the same procedure
with -punctuation errors as was used with
capitalization "errors. Determining capitaliza-
tion error is relatively straightforward, but
determining punctuation errors is less precise.
There is a wide divergence of opinion regard-
ing the proper place for a comma. The
teacher can only inquire about the most cur-
rent use that is part of the student's contem=
porary curriculum. C. Syntdx. To .judge the
written sample in terms of syntax, inspect the
use of each of the subelernents listed on the
checklist. Determine if the appropriate parts
Of speech are used and used correctly. Is

there agreement between the subject and the
verb In each sentence? Is the appropriate case
used? Are prono.un references clear? Do
dangling modifiers or unusual word order
detract from the meaning of the writing? Has
parallelism been effectively. used? Are ab-
breviations and numbers inserted incorrectly
within sentences? Does the paragraph contain
.a major idea andls it cohesive? Do- the
paragraphs have a 'topic sentence not
necessarily the first sentence? Do they have
transitional sentences? Do they flow logically
in the correct sequence? Does the writing
have an introduction and some type of logical
conclusion?

1V. IDEATION. A. Type olwriting. "Check
the entry on the, checklist that describes the

1

type of writing being assessed. B. Substance.
If the type of writing is a story, check the level
of substance reflected in the writing, other-
wise omit this section. C. Productivity. Simply
count all the words written and record the
total on the' checklist. Check if the number of
words written ate appropriate for the
student's age and grade placement. D. Corn-
preheniibility. Is thQ writing easy or difficult to
understand? If it is,difficult to understand or if
it cannot be understood, describe the difficul-
ty in the space.provided after checking any
descriptor on the checklist that might be ap-
propriate. E. Reality. Does the writing reflect
an accurate perception of the stimulus or of
the writing task/assignment? F. Style. (5)

SentAce sense. After reading each sentence,
place a tally mark in each of the three sections
(a. Completeness, b. Structure, and c. Types)
on the checklist under Sentence Sense to
describe that sentence. For instance, one
sentence may be checked as complete, sim-
ple, and declarmive, while another might be
checked as complete, compoupd, and inter-
rogative. A tally of those descriptors for each
sentence reveals a visible record of the variety
and types of sentences used. With this infor-
mation, the teacher can more easily decide
Those aspects of sentences which need to be
remediated or introduced. Since the four col-
umns are not used in the Ideation compo-.
nent, circle (hose eleMents which should be
remediated and write "Introduce" beside
those to be introduced to the student. (b)'.

Tone. Determine the level ol.the tone used in.
the writing and note it with a check mark on
the checklist. Most writing is described as
friendly. An intimate tone makes use of fre-
quent personal pronouns while an impersonal
tone is found in fort9) reports. (c). Word
choice. Notice the types of words the student
used in the written sample. Word choice is
strongly influenced by the type and purpose
of the writing. Designate the quantity of the
types of words used in the writing by tnarking
"N" for none, "F" for few, "S" for several,

- and "M" for many beside the descriptors on
the checklist. There are three descriptors
beside each of the subelements of formality,
complexity, descriptiveness, and ap-
propriateness. Circle the descriptors which
suggest the need for instructional attention.

0-
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,F-or instance, a teacher might -put an "N"
. beside the descriptor vivid in a rather dull

piece of writing and" circle it as a reminder to
teach the use of more colorful words. w

Where Do You Go from-here?
By now the teacher should have a corn-

prehensive analysis of the student's written -'
sample. Specific skills to review and to

-rernediate are checked and new skills to in-
troduce have been determined. How does
the teacher prioritize the skills whjeh have
been selected for Instruction? While each
teacher will have his/her own preferences,
one apprdach to determining which skill to
teach first can be found by reference to a
scope-and-sequence chart. Skills taught in
'grade' one might receive priority over skills
taught in grade two. For the adolescent the
priority skills should relate directly to writing
skills required for career opportunities and
daily living such as job applicatipn, check
writing, test taking, outlining, report writing,
etc. (see Ailey & Deshler, 1979).

Given the set of specific skills targeted for
remediation and introduction, the teacher
should list them by priority in Sequence for in-
structional planning. The most important
skills should be taught first, and they should
be the major-instructional objectives on the
student's individualized education program

1(1EP).

Informal assessment C-ondUcted by profes-
Monal educators will yield results which:sug-

_gest instructional strategies that are more
educationally relevant and institictionally.ap-.
propriate than strategies selected by a variety
of other diagnostic approaches. When you
consider that the student's teacher has .the
primary responsibility for instruction,
shouldn't the teacher also have the primary
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responsibility for determining what is' to be
taught? .
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Assessment of Applied Academic and Social

Skills
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Not only have developmentally disabled per-
sons genei;a11 been SIIW11 to hold. ObS I-C-
(1111110g less skill (Ric hardson, 1978) but spe-
cific training is often necessary for theist to
real 11 their potential in both work and lei-
sine situations (auk, 1980; Nlation. 1979).

, The cystematic asSessulent of work skills and
win k-related social competence has there-
floe heroine a matter of serious concern.
particularly given recent emphasis On vcca-
tional education of the ha,alicapixd under
Public 1-.1w 9.1-142 (Bellamy, Wilson, Adler,
& (:lark, 1980).

Recent apploaches have tended to em.
phasi/e assessment .of r joy of .cognitive
and social skills deemed essential to voca-
tional success. Quinones (1978) hat exam-
ined the use of astandard psvchologiral bat-
ter tests and found thaI achievement test
measures were among the' best predioms.
Schreiner (1978) also found that Measures

wereTelated to work iwr-,
hit mance but that samples of behavior un-
cle, at teal work conditions were anumgtbe
best piedictors of work success. and task
'analcsis has been 1;691(1 as an effective
means Of vocational assessment (Frieden--
bet Martin, 1977). Personal indepenti.
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cure has likewise been cited as a gOoll pte-
clictor ((;unningham It: Pi esnall. 1978), as
have \Trml manners and «nmuunication
skills. especially when these are cnnsidered
in relation to ,the appiiptiateness of a de-
velopmentally divthleil poison's lob assign-
ment (MolgadyBarchet. lowner. ft Davis,
1979). Exemplat v progt anis of assessing a
handicapped person's work potential by ob-
serving,. his 01 her response to actual job
Araininghave also been devchipedpkilanly,

l!'1,9;- (:'old. 1973). These
appear to have the advantage of More im-
mediate generali/ation of results to actual
work situations..

!Om It in these findings points to the wis-
dom of assessing a developmentally disabled
person's vocational- potential by evaluating
his or her academie,aml, social skills Ivithin
the context of a work-related situation. Con-
vey-vb.. there also seems much to suggest
that instruction Of handicapped-students.
.whether in .regula .or spell;11 classrooms,
should be increasingly ',carried out with a
view- towards .applicatien of their academic

The-generalitation of skills learned in
a classroom setting may then be less .prob-
lematic when thew seills eventually have to

Echa ation and hainic* of the mentally Retauk41-Anril 1901
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be slipped to actual work or hishre skit:t-
horn (Halpern, 1979; Poi let Stmt..
(1(.11, Casale, and Schwartz, 1977).

The present study IS a report on the de-
Ye !opulent of an ills( rnment to assess applied
academic and social skills, plus an analysis- of
data on die concurrent validity of the instru,
nient used fin this tvchnique.

The instrument, hereinafter referred to
as the "Applied Assessment Instrument" or
AA was developed within the context of a
prevocational shop classroom lot develop-
mentally disabled .adolescents hospitalized
for psychiatric disorders and has been used
for the past two rears to evaluate the read-
iness of 'these students lot' various preyoca-
lion:0 or hobby activities.' The AA! was not
only intended to be applicafile,to a variety of
preYocational situations for developmentally
disabled adolescents and young adults but
also to setae as a model forked/mit to class-
room teachers On nannicapped students'
ability to apply the academic and social skills
learned in regular or special classroom set-
tings. Results ale therefore used not only to
assess the student's academic and social
readiness to function in various shop activi-
ties but, just as importantly. to pi ON tole data
to the student's concurrent classroom teach-
ers On any prevocational academic compe-
tencies which-the student does not yet seem'
to have mastered. N,

AAI is designed to assess reading, num-
ber, mxial. and Orator skills using materials
taken from typical Ivot k or hobby projds.
These will Ix: discussed in more detail. The
present study includes a comparison of the
scores. of developmentally disabled adoles-
cents tin flye.areasolth'e A A I (applied read-,
Mg, comprehension, dirciion
number skills, and social skills) with their
subtest scores On the California Achieve-

.

'The instrument developed for this technique
is the "Assessment of Applied. Academit. n d -So-
cial Skills" 'of the UCLA NPI (Neurop,schiatric
luStinne) School Prvocalional Shop Classioom,
The title has been shot for convenience
herein. Sample copies of the, instiument and ac-
compaming.answer and summitry report sheets,
as used in the NPI School, are asailable
charge and may be obtained by Writing the au-
thors.

s .

mein 1 est (Tiegs & 19133) in reading
50( alitlat Y. comprehension, arithinc.tic la-
s/ming, and al '101111(1i( fundamentals antl

a hellos jot rating by then classroom
tea( bets.

Methods

Subject'.

Subjects for the study were 31) develop-
mentally disabled adolescents (1 7 male and
13 female) admitted for es ;dilation and
short -term tt c atiil2 t on one inpatient wat (I
of the :slental Reim dation and Child Psy-
chiatr' Prog.kain. l'CLA Neuropschiatric

,

Institute IN P.1). Mean age 01 the subjects was
14.5 teats tiange 12.2 to 0.8 Ntars). All stib-

j!.cts !lasing «11111)1c-1e test records were se-
lected flout a total population of -18 patients
;Omitted to the .ward over :t 2-seal period
Iron 1977 to )((79_ All stilij(:( es had deve1.7
opmental disabilities (primal its. mild let:it--
dation and/ot serious emotional (limn (1(..rs),
and their 1(,), range tas apploximaiel) SO to
MO. ,

Selling and Tritin Pnedlo,

classrooms for 2 to 3 hours ear
All subjects were -entolled N PI School

and
one of Owl' 2- limit perinds,ca( h s

spent in the ptevocational shop pi am Of
the NP1 School. All subjects were enrolled
in the shop progrinn for a minimum of I

month with a I ange.from I to months. A
more complete (testi iption of the total
so hoof pi ()gram is provided in Furness
(1977). The administration of each subject's
AA! was routinely done in an indiVidual ses-
Sion by the ship teacher during the first 2
weeks of each suject's admission. California
A( hies-einem bests ((;.A1). at the Upper. 1'ti-
ni:i of Elementary levels, wear adminis-
tered in inch% idual sessions by- the student's
classroom teacher (luring the sante 2-week
period. A behasior rating was 311 (100e. by
two classroom teachers who rated the same
student independently within the first 2

of admission it, the dicsr0111.

CradeleVel equivalents for each CA.1 sub-
test were used in the data analysis. Each sin--
dotes lassrooin teachers (in his or her ac-
ademic classroom, not the shop program)
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foto._

were asked to rate the student on a scale
romineh used by dui NM School stall to
measure ihe tll(krt14 beim kW 1111d peCT re-
laliomhips,isi4he academic classroom. There_
Were. eiglit iteMS.,
Leiket I sae. The eight items were task at-
lemn, Independent ivon king. ability to
congmemicatz.. needs el lectively in i he class-
room. ease 01 classroom management, par-
tic-lpalion in group classroom activities. age-
appropt iii e peer Mier:n-60ml popularity

lassroo! teem and ability in develop
recipioCal friew hips. As indicated above.
Jul) ft-miters (iii 0 e leacher ttul an assistant
!('ache!) tated-t he s !dem !dependently on
these st ales, and resti tom. kith teat.ln:rs
%yet e l vet-aged for emit stale.
afiged I om 8 (nub( ali

to 56 (inch( ating go(

' sihie %cotes
pool a(ljustm('nt)

.adjustment).

.1 (%'1P(411( n/ Applied skill,

In 111 1111/1111r% Wall MI dir Am.!!! Illeaswe
applied :n ademic and Social skills we! e based
on .1 number ol years 01)sel %alio!! and ex.:.
pelieine iii the N Pt pleNotinional shop
doss! oom. 1 hey net!. also. based ful inhu-
mation a1,1,11 the demand chatacteristics 01
.(national atiil I ewt ational selling, hum
w.hi( Ii Adolescent paiients'had been idyl red
and in slii(11 they %sere stibsequently plat ed
:Owl dist bal ge I rout the NI'l !migrant. Set--
vial yetsions (if the Applied Assessment !H-
MI 111111111 5% err 111101.1 bel (qt' present
%VI S14 /1/ Wa 1111'0111 k'd over 2 years ag(1.

I he In.! se! lion 01 the .\ I is designed to
assess i hi re skills !elated to reading: wpplifil
,edditig. ompi MI(14110111111 111101011.g.

Reading- skills at e measured In having the
modem read alum! !Ince slio! l paragiaphs
of dil( lions from ..1( nial projeos du re
levels (II dilfu glades (Irom a

(ije( I on building a 55 00(1411 toy II 11(. k). up-
per eleutemary (doing simple livecllep(nup.
and junior high. (constructing a plywOod
hook lac kl. 1:omptehetision" is measured by
having die student repeat these directiclus Iii
his 01 !ICI 05 11 'IV( 11 ils. and '(Ill eel ion .1(Illow-
Mg- is Un.astoted In -basing the student at

tan% out these clitections _using the
Inal materials 1 ICSCElbed,. ( )po animal del...

illili011s ol specili! data-based perl 0! man! t.
%%el V 011 51' 1 1 t'd 10 111101 11 1 Leikr 11 -1

scales, for each h ability on each level of par-
agraph difficulty. Possible scores for the
three reading,related abilities (applied read-
ing. comprehension, and direction 101low-
ingitiiiis r;inked Ironi to I fl-piAiliS CaCh.

The kCI)II(I Seclif)II IS (leigl;CII In aS,SeSS
aipplird number tkili, related 10 cvmnting,
nundx.ring, measurement. and telling time.
Applied number skills are measured by
counting pieces or materials depicted on
sheet of directions, pointing. to litiml)ercd
ilemsilepicted on Iu awings, telling time,
Ineasming items with it rider, and identify-
ing simple fractions and decimals relating to
measmentem. Assessments are obtained in
len ;11T15. each emeastired 5 -p! tint Lei-
ket t scale. such that a possible. sense Ianges
Iron! 10 to 50 points for Allis section. The
111;1(1 Ne(1;00. wrin/ contains SIX areaS
Whit It .11e assessrtl hv oliserving 1114.' snaclent's
1 1 / 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 4 / 1 1 . I 1 11c1F11111)11 1/1 111)1. akiii1V lo
a( «;pt guidance. ability to 4.501k indepen-
(lend% . 4 ale and respect FM' 11S," :11111 C1)-

1111C FM i(111 wink being tested. Each area is
assessed on a 51)(1611 scale with a possible
s( ore langing flow I; to 3(1

1 he loin ill se( lion is devoted (ipptirt/
nhitut 's hilt ate illeastli('d t)v ob,eyving
tIn' si me common tools :ma
iming his In het pet lin man«. on slum limed
tasks. Skills 01).11 rd ate the stud(nt's use ()f-
a scre%% iii ket to .111.0 11 dillerent silted
\(1 (5%'. to wood, threading .nius and fic Ills
With a wi ruck tutting a board 'al cliflering
anglec w iihi a handsaw , and driving various
nails into wood with`a. hammer:Skill is also'
ohseryed III 1111 (l( Ii dif 'event sires -of
needles. drawing a simple glid. and the use
of scissois to (Ill simple patterns oirl of I)( Ali
cloth and paper, This 11101111 Skills 5(1(14)11.

Ill )5%'I Wits 1101 ilidatli'd ill Ihe
atIalVsis which lot uses pi intarily lui aca-
demi4 and sin ial skills. 11 shmild he noted
that total assessment time on the A AI for
eat 11 hulls !dual n as approximately .1r) iiiiui-

VIR

Results

1 able I pi esents the mean range. and stall-
dal d deviations 01 st,pres. class-
4111111 1(..1( hut I.111gs. and applied academic

And so( ial motes 101 1hr emit e,saltiple. Note

111114111ton 411111 limning $11 ll!t. Mvi,t.itls RvIaritetl Apr el I 'MI
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1

4. TABLE I

Means. Ranges. and Standard Deviations for CAT Subtests, Teacher Ratings, and Applied Academic

and Social Assessntents

-Classroom Alra sit, r% Alm ri Rangy s/)..

- tr.
C.AT reading so( abut.), s. 4 1 (1.7 to 9.)
CAT reading ( nmptchension

4..15)(
(LH to 7.

CA.1 arithmetic reasoning *( .1.52 11.2 to 7.91 1.3)1

CAT arithmetic fundament ak 4.17 I.(iS

(:I.h)rocmi teacher's helmsint-

rating

16.1 Inn in 24.5) -1:1.1

NPI applied acadettia alt(1

social assessment

Reoding 14.9 . (3 if I DO :4 2:1

(:ottipteliviision 1 LH (3 to DO -1.91

Directionliollossing 10.1i (3 to 18) 1..11

Ntstither skills 29.13 (24 to '4(P) 1;31

Sot ial skills 22.. (0 to 30) 6.59

Ohl; 1111' MC% (11 the St11)-

it'lis are at the 14 niitii grade 40 :Inc) that .

there api)eat s to la' tonsidet able variabili0
in both the cl.tssil:01t1 teacher :ming, and the
applied .acadetitii and social scores.

Spearman sank -older coil elations (din's);

%vett: conwitted bet heet: CAT solitest s«): es
and c-orrespottding at adtmic areas ten
applid*.assessntent ittstrmitm, and these
ate prescoted in Table 2 along. with coil

lxfiverit rating, a
and applied social skills. Note that getiralh
A.A I reading sem es di, 1101 "" relatt..

highh with CAT reading Smabiliary as they

do with (;Al reading euntprehnsiim nor (II),

AA1 tittittlx.r skills correlate as highly with

CAT in ithlli('IIC und.tinclitid, it, ht. (I
1111 .II it linictic 1e Ft1111iig. *,

Disctision

Ilic-ttidrate in gift:dail):significant or-

itlatiotts lonittl firmed: lassipoi masittes
and assessment 01 simil.tr aailemic mid so-,
vial skill, in appliol situation appeal t().
stiggest at least nue sni()) t 101- the con-

( (nicht salidit y ()) the AA! as (lstrilx(1
lirejn, CI)) relation` ()I a tutu It highrt
might. in lilt I. Itae brill hitt.' pletcd its hild

suirpot tit% the the ()I the ittstrtultetn since

11""e t'vel LIP "1 the lw" IYPs "I
Ineastirelpeill sruttld sugge.).1 that the' inure

TABLE 2

Correlation Coefficients (rho's) Between Corresponding Classroom and Applied Assessment Measures

ClIttsraqm Alratrrrn

Apphyd .401de/till 111/1 1111 Mrs:/1/11i

Ihre-cIP», 1 dual

&lain"! Coq,' phen.ion sN' unihel% ici(1%

(:AT reading vocabulais
t:A reading (ompleliension
(:AT aridtmet ic fundamentals
CA 1. atithtitet is. tramming
Clas111 bell:1%11W 1.1111Ig .

*Signitit;titt at the .05 lest!!
"Simian ant at the .01 lesel

.345! .4.P9** .310*

.527s* .1;3h** .41;11**

4.4';1411 ro A71 0 fit .

ff..4 *

.514"
.51in**
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trailitiOnai use of achieN:eurient scores and
teacher ratings are suit ficieni to predict pre
vocational 61 Ocational success. It is of in-
iciest in regard that the basic skills of
reading vocabulary and arithmetic. '11111(13-

ment:Ils did Mg seem 'elate of highly to
A AI skills as did ieading comprehension
and mit hitte(ic reasoning. which lend to
uneasily(' the oppbratiort of .basi a( ademiC
skills.

In the same vein. (lite( non following. as
measured on the AA (lid not tend to (or-
relate as highly with any reading sub-
test as did the .A A I l'OC".1 o es or leading iIVI

comp' eliension. these m;".

gest. ;II least in this instance; a possible (mi-
nimum tonging from) ai(plisition of basic tic-.
aolundo- skills (e.g.. le:tiling fecognition):,
throng!) their application ..araoleing
context --(e.1 .. reading comprehensioco
their altimatc_application in a pl actical (on-

o& le\ t (r.g., fillloWing written (In et lions in a'
pr cvi)( Itm:II situation):

The fact that at least moderate relation-
ships wet(' found using a relatix.ely hctero-
grueorfs adolescent population with -11.14...

vailabk. beim% jot seems also to ,i)e- '-

siguilio ant. I he assessment of a( :totemic and
so( ial under woo k.telated-conditions
would seem parting-ad% (ssetitial to plat e-
inem do.( isi(rns invsohing developmentally

' disabled pet %WIC wit hi oittous h1 ()He'll% '41

Ilep The AA!. or initromentc situ-
ilar to it. 'night 11c usef ill with lust these types
('I individnals since their ability both to

o111 acadenno instruoi it Is %yen
to ;with. %%hat skills they t o learn may be
mote limited than developmentally disabled
ihkomenic- ivitic-few

0

numsh Tanguas.. I914()).
It should I stressed, however, that find-

ings illusti ming the validity of the AAI or
(len The instrument itself ale not as iiiip-
tant as the unwept of assessing a havtdi-
cappd sittdw's aply academic

,.'""I soli ial skills. Al. 'Issessmenf of this Rix',
is essential for two pui poses. First, it enables .

a luo-p Or vocatimial hist! nctor -to ascertain
w 'tether a student has mastered :the acs-P

demi'. or socill _competenctes essential. to
either- plevocatiMial classroom situations' ori:.
ott-the-job rraining: Set mully, it povides°
feedha( k to chaste noun teachers .nn whether

l V

their instrtiction is tactually relet;aut to the
student's ciitlent cal eervor vocational needs.
in both itustanc4. there 'ale (-lea( implica-
tions for the instruction of developmentally
disabled or other Ana's of handicapped mu-
dents.' either, in. regular, or. siwcial Class Sct-
tiligc. Patti( ttlarly as snili students
junior high y;t'hotool ages. or e've'n prior to that
point, teachers need be concerned more
directly witlt.'"the generali/alion and appli-.
cation of skills learned in their classrooms:
!lust rua taut of remediation itt such skills may
he mole effective if began concur rend), with.
Or even plicn- to. the student's premational
or .vocationa,l. training. Assessment of prey-
()rational avacleunic skills thus l)eornes
o al lo tb 1.;16k (rf providing the suudent's
teachel, witi;k'Aveolltack as a basis for devel-
oping unorc"ielek.arg individual instructional
programs in the classroom.
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1

Traditional diaginutic :Timm( lies usually occur
outside theinsutictitnial context and locus nn
the leatiter. Accurate conclusions *bout .t he
!cattier, however, can only 1w reacIred after an
adequate diagnosis 01 mstttXttion. Failtue to
consider instruction as a variable results in
diagnoses that lack specific implications (or
lc-Aching. Assumptions and prixedules critical

DIAGNOSING INSTRUCTION

Siegfried Engelmann, B.A.
Alex Granzin, Ph.D.

Herbert Severson, Ph.D.
Oregon Research Institbie, Lugene

to an anc(ptat diagnosis of instruction ate dis-
cussed. and applied to ":1 rat let) of exatiples.
-1 he pttx ess of derivation id teinedics and its
telatinkhip to the diagnostic plot es, i. illus-
ttatMl with examples.- Implit alums Ito the
diagnostician and the consequent es of tathilg to
pt us ole adequate msout initial diagnoses arc
dist .NCI!.

VARIABLES OF DIAti\105IS

Traditional procedures used to diagnose the learner are eNtremely weak be-

cause they do not assess the instruction the learner receives; they only assess the

learner. Typically, a diagnosis is called for when there is trouble, generally be-
cause whatever the teacher is doing is not Isorking. The leaf net isnot "grow-
ing," "developing," "interacting," or 7behaving" in an apprdpriate manner. A
diagnosis is achiev&I by removing such learners ft om the instructional setting
and giving them a series of tests that provide a sample of the lea, ncr's behavior.
The assumption is that the sample provided by tests is somehow better than
other samples. While the interpretation of the sample ostensibly tells something

about the learner, the diagnostician nevq.draWs conclusions about persons or
factors other than the child, e.g., "The child's performance on the Bender Ges-
talt dearly indicates that the teacher is very poor at classroom management."
On the contrary, interpretation always tells about the learners their predis-
position, mental abilities, skills, personality, intelligence, sensor imotor perfor-
niance, and so on.

There is no severe problem with the diagnosis until a remedy is drawn from
it. For while the sample of behavior may be usefull for'classifying the learner, it
fails to suggest adequate remedial action. Every special educator who has
played the remedy game recognizes the problems encountered at this juncture.
"It seems," the psychologist says thoughtfully to the teacher, "that you should
work on auditory sequencing." .

"Like wliat?"
"Well, counting."
"%%'e do it."

0022-4669/79/1304 -0003S l .00/0
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"Well. what about completing words in a sentence?"
"Like what kind of sentence?"

'We find cows in the . .. ..

"tie can't do ii." 4

.']'hat's probably what you have to work-on."

..How ?"

At this point, diagnosticians'are so far beyond the information provided by
the test, and so far from the I ealities of the teaching situation, that if they're
smart they'll retreat from the concrete details that teachers need to the more
comfortable generalities that characterize starlings. Actually, the diagnostic
procedute is is prefect .charade if -the .goal.of.diagnosis is to lead to a remedy.
For a !cruch- to follow ;runt the diagnosis, the remedy Must provide teachers
with inloimatiN that they .(10111 .have..lt must tell them what, if anything, they
can do to improve lea' ter performance. Itghould not tell them what they. al-
ready know, that the learner has sinne sort of deficient-N.. Teachers know pre-
ciselyitow the deficiency manifests itself, wharthe learner hastrouble learning,
Sand it ow the lea) 'ter responds to cliff ferent situations. Teachers, however, are
not usually insulted by a -diagnosis that may tell them far less tt9n they already
know if that diagnosis assures them that (a) thee instructions ty have provided
are ade( irate and (h) the tear failure. is the result of some basic flaw in the
learner. rraditiOnal diagnoses are designed tc) provide these assurances. Unfor-
tunately, they carry very limited remedial implications because they do not
specify (a) the extent to which the learner's failure is caused by poor instruction
and (h) precisely what the tea( hers could do to remedy an observed problern.

The traditional diagnosis is incapable of-expressing remedies in the bask
units the teacher manipulates %Olen teaching. The teacher achieves teat !ling (or
changing behavior) not by manipulatin T_nenrons, the learner's past history, or

A internal pi ocesses of any sort. Rather, the teacher achieves behavioral change
only by manipulating environnmital events. This point is extremely important.
It follows that the remedy must cleat lyliniply manipulation of those envi-
ronmental events. It nil's; tell teachers what they are (king wrong.and wInit
types of clifkrent teaching behaviors they should implement. The t-etnedy must

1

be specific and «mettl because tea( hing always involves specific-concrete acts.
nic J11,41(10;011 "Teach seriation" does mt tell the teacher what to do. when to
do it, how to respond to specific errors, how to sequence examples, how to
review, or how to reinforce. Yet, in order to "teach seriation," the teacher has '

to present examples in sequence, say spec ific words, and respond in some way
to the learner's attempts.' .

.

.

Traditional diagnosis ;assumes that all relevant information comes from a

study of the learner. An equally tenable position is that all relevant information
conies front a stray of the instruction the learner receives, not from the
learner. Neither position is reasonable. The learner's behavior is influenced by
two major factors: (a) the innate capacity or predispositiOn of the learner and
(b) the instruction the learner receives. In other words:

1.

r.

(Behavior) = P (Predisposition) +,.1 (Instruction).

114
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In this formula, Pred/Apacition would include all factors that iemain mut-
fected by instruction. (If the learner exhibits the same4problent tegaidless of
instructional approach. the problem is...et >ittrolled bywtlispositi(m.) /mina (mu
refers to the effects of teaching intentional or tinnilatirinal. lit the pi oblem
can be eliminated On ough instruction, the problem is controlled by instruc-
tion.)

When we observe a given behavior, we (a not specify the extent II) win( hit is
-controikd by predisposition or by instruction. .Ve may assert that it is con-
trolled primarily by one factor or,iim Alter, but ow asserti(fil is based on igno-
rance, not on fact. We might conclude that the learner has a perceptual pi ob.
loin %viten in fact the obsco ved behavior has liceit caused 14- poor isu action
and (-an he eliniinated

One way to extricate ourselves from this diagnOstic dilemma w 11 d d be lil I ale
out one of the two variables (P or I). If we could eliminate the leapi.1 s predis-
position from the observed behavior, we could use the Immida: = H II
we could rule out the instructional influen«. "and look onh- at the learnei's
predisposition, we could- use the formula: P B 1. U10(11611;1;0( we (mini)t
remove the learners from the effects of the instruction they receive oi It otti
their innate predispositions. We must therefore try to control the yariahl6 P
and 1 in some other way, and the. control most be designed so 111:11 it (10eS11.1

require removing a variable (or pretending that we remove it).
There is no obvious xyay to control P by imps oying it, maximiiing it, or rede-

signing it so that we know precisely limy it win k. We can. him eve'. control I.
To do this, Ye. maximize I, which _means that we design it so that it ks oss

a wide range of learners. When we design I so that it is basically faultless and
Incapable of contributing to the learner s beim problem, we eiro_ draw
conclusions about both P and I. B changes greatly with I cone ogled. we
conclude that I is the primary factor in determining B. If B does not change
greatly, we conclude that P is primarily responsible for the status of B.

We have now gone full circle and have come to the central diagnostic prob.-
gem. We wish to control I. First, we must determine What 1Vin:..o1 control is
needed and to what extent I is in need of maximiration. In other words, we
must diagnose instruction. The diagnosis perlin-ce must be ot insn tu tion, not
of the learner. The instructional-diagnosis involves two steps: (a) intelpt-etin4
instruction the learner receives according to the minimum-inledgeassump-
tion, and (b) testing the minimum-knowledge assumption by pi (Aiding a
maximum-knowledge test.

The minimum-knowledge assumption

When we view instruction, we sec the !carnet responding to different things
the teacher does. The teacher presents tasks, and the learner responds. The
minimum-knowledge aslumption holds that the learner uses the least possible
knowledge required to produce the various behaviors we observe. For examine,
the teacher says, "Open the door, Henry," and points to the door. If Henry-
opens the door, we cannot- assume that I fenry understands the comnrand,
"Open the door," because Henry was not required to respond only to the
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oOjs. lie could have responded only to the teacher's pointing. The
minimum-knwledge assimiption holds that 1 Ienrs. did just that responded
to the point. not lo the words.

- The maximum-knowledge test ----,-/

The minimilm-knowle'dge assumption is perfectly consistent with the oh
served behavior. Fut (her, it carries implications forinstruttional control. That
is. the can-clesig.ii a- test that eliminates the teacher's point and presents only
words. This test lequires knowledge of the words the maximum-knowledge
test. The miiiimunt knowledge assumption identifies the simplest mechanism
that al counts bit %dial the leariler does. 1-he test eof maximum-knowledge re-
so tic tin es t beisitita lion 5o that the "cal ner Callno( use the SiMpleSI Illed):111iSM.

the possibility that the learner is i sponding to messages miler than Ow ones
Faihne to mat:e,the noinimum-ki owledge assumption results in. failure to test

the teacher iends. j.et'ssav the tea( her )iancli leainer a piece of candy and
says. "Eat Ibis.- rnic traditional inlet pi elation assumes that if flit' learner ate
this candy. the lea! nil- understood the directions (maximuni-knowledge). '1 he
minimum-know ledge assiimptin holds that the 'cattier is I esponding to the
candy in the hand. not to the words; in oilier words, the learnet_ %could cat it no

Ammer what the teacher-:said. Then. die mininium-InowtedgC:asSlimptioncan
be tested (ei hays by handing the learner candy and telling him/her. "Don't eat
it,- or "Shut the .loot,.). The miinnini-knowledg assumption implies the
maximum-knowledge test. lithe minimum-knowledge assumption is 11M ma(Ie.
howeyel!the Idle of the instruction in the learner's performance is not tested.

Two points aboht the diagnosis of instruction shmildV)e noted:
I. 11w 11111111l111111-LIMWIedg ;WM1111)6011 is just (hill an assumption. not a

fact. The assumption should be tested. and the test Neill de:lily determille the
extent to %%Inch it is confirmed.

,

2. lli minimum- knowledge assumption can be made about written de-
SCIIIH1011%. btli the Me OF thCS liCSClip11011% III formulating diagnoses is not
efficient because they do rot pi ()Vide stir licient detail about what happens dur-
ing instruction. 11Vritten dstliptions only tell about this( details of whit h the
writet is awar.r. 11- The writ ct is linawat c of such details as sequencing items. the
wilnell 111S11 11(11011 (l1)6011%1V Will 1101 Illell(1011 these. Also. wt it ascriptions
ale often useless because teat hers do not follow them.

. APPLICATIONS

Below are Ilme applications of the diagnostic procedure. relatively elemen-
Thary examples. The same haste pi ocedure can be used in more complex situa-

tions. however. The first two examples involve situations in which a problem
has been identified. Situation I involves a learner whose behavior is not chang-
ing in the expel (et! way. Situation 2 (4)1)(A-its a learner who seems to have
troulrl billowing instructions. Situation 3, however. involves a leather who is
pet forming at ceptably but who exhibits a pi oblin when the plot ednr used in
the/ previous examples i4,,applied. The minimum-knowledge assumption iden-
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w
.i'dies possible- misinteipietations that are --conveyed throng!' -instrialion...The
maximu-ktiowledge test (-milli ttls_tir. ht delicienct' in iustitictional proce-
(hires has testate(' in 4 deficiency in the I ;u ili)del.Ntiilling. The piint is
that the.diagnostic pi ocedures "can he aOried leftre A prOlderli IS identified
and that preveutive measures can be desigoe(1 to obviate the instructional (le-
ficiettcy:

Situation 1

"the teacher is trying to teach oi- reinfot ce numbrrskills of row-language
children by phying a game with oversized dominoes. Ariel. placing a domino in ..

the middle of the table, the teacher says the miber shown by his/herdomino.
If a child has a Atunino with -a-rnatchinginimber of clot; the child is to late
that domino in the Mid4le of the table. .

.

'Hie problem child in the group throws out trilmino ever % time the tea( her
pia. es one on the table. The teacher's 1 esponse is simply to igni e the inappi o-
piate responses by pushing the domino bac k to the (Milo) aud comiutting the
task. When the child's response is appropt tate. the teacher rentfmc es it. The,
tea( he-'s attempts to "shape" the child's behavior have not workf.d.

Minimum-knowledge assumption. h 1 lot titillate the assumption we ask.,
"What is the least amount 01 knowledge learnets cookd possess and perform m
the disci vd way?" They would- not have to «um( the dots- on the dominoes
and would not have to uncles stand that they ate supposed to thi ow out a
domino only if it matches. They could pct form in the 0)5(1 sec' manner it the
oprawd from the principle: . I I-_-.1 1.0W out roan (101111111) each IIII.It the lal he!
presents One. horn 1111h U) lithe, you'll be reiniorced.".

We assume, therefore, that the leamer operates 1 roni I is behavioral rule
and that the learner has no knowledge of numbers, mate hi g, or the t tales of

the game.
Maximum-knowledgetest. A number of maximum-knoiddge tests are pos-

sible here. The requirement for eat kis that it must test the child's knowledge
of whether the number of dots 11181(11. For instance, we could prm ide the
!carnet 1%-ith a. row of dominoes and hand hire /her one domino, which the child
Must place next to the domino with the same mintbet of dots.

Situation 2
jenny pet forins successfully when the Jidlowing tasks ale esemed in I an-

Oldet h ow- head . 'Ouch you! nose . . stand . . . pit k up die

fork ... pick twilit. pencil." .

jenny has difficulty with tasks such as, "Put the pencil mle) the chair," and
"Touch the pencil." (She puts the object handed to het oat the chair, and she
pkks up the pencil.)

Minimum-knowledge assumption. Jenny pi:limns by cueing on thelastword
in the command. She cannot perfOrm on preposition tasks because words Other
than the last wind provide instruction :thotit that to do. She cannot pet fount

on "Touch the forV becatiSe she ignores the word louch. . 44.

Maximum knowledge test, The maximutnAnowledge test must first detr-
.,
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mine whether jenny could follow two different commands involving the same
object. Could jenny, for instance, "touch the fork- as well 'as "pi( k up the
lark The test would involve random 'trials of ghes commands. If the
minimum-knowleilge,.alsumPtion is Correcl,Lkrmy! would, pick up the loll on
everN even aftei the correct response touch had been modeled and em-
pluili/cd in the commands.

Situation 3

Alm. a limit), -high student, performs well on a variety of at ithmetic. tasks.
I :s simple algebra oblins: however, On- pt ogram that she uses re-

guirrti 011:1WS: such a associative and distributive', and always re-
yin es.pi oblems io he solved for X Or A (not fir 1.2X' or 1.4/1).

Itlinimum-kogiedge assumption. Ann .11as learned strategies for solving
pt oblems that would not permit her to solve a pCoblem such as: 4X = 7; 3X =

. This minimum-knowledge assumption is based solely on the progratn, not
on an observe() behavioral deficiency. The aksinnption is that Ann is "nor-

is quite probable that she devcloped a strategy that would uot .y0/ k well
in sOltng lot' values odic, than X.

filaximuin-.knowledge test. The most direct test
solyllhe same problem for diffeq-nt values:

. 4X =7 4X = 7
2/x

would be, to require Ann to

4X =7
7X =

4X = 7

Remedivc

Remedies follow logically from learners' performance on lhe maximum-
knowledge lest. if learners fail the test, they must work on tasks or activities
that can account for passing lhe test.

I I lhe domino iaver did not pass -the test that required matching a domino
ith" die appropriate one in the (teacher's display, the task would be simplified
tredm Mg die number of dominoes displayed by lhe teacher); and the preskill
of counting ihe dots would be taught and then applied to the matching proce-
dull% h u tially. the st uclure of the task would involve steps stich as: "Count the
dots Oil Votir dontiino . Malty dots on. your domino) Show me the
other domino that has four dots Pitt your domino next to the domino that
has lour -dots . , Good job,". Later. the steps would Ix' "faded" and the learner
would b ic.gired in pet forin At:idiom prompting. Once h /she had .demon-
sualed proficiency reqtlited to pass the maximum-knowledge test (in whicl,i
he/sh would be 4;iven different dominoes to be, placed next to those that
match). the original domino game could be reintroduced, perhaps with new
ides: "IF von put out a domino that does not niatch. I get one of your points,"
Again, die-tiny failed the maximum-knowledge test, the implied remedy is to

teach die skills required to Pass the, tist. To achieve this., we might first teach
her. single word ma rids. such as -touch."' We would initially present
familiar objects or thoSe'that arc not easily picked up. Theteacher would say
the .'ord "toitch",.and then demonstrate or model the response. jenny would.
nest 'he tested.-After perfin ming. acceptably on these objects, objects 'such as

:440 ''.4t 00, :C-41AL- 4,r sot-`,5; !,.4-
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forks and candy tvotild be introduced. Next, she would be taught to (list:limn-
nate between the-command -1011(1)"..and the command "viii Up.**

mands tvottlel be. given for ihe.saine object. FoHnstance, a lot k would he pre-
sented, and Jenny would be given these commands: "Touch . . tool It pick'
tip , . touch pick Op , . pick up . . . pick til.) . touch" or, Alto Jenny
performed acceptal4 type of task, tasks tin:, name both the object and
the action wetild be Lit rodti«.d: "'!'ouch the ball . . Pick up the book . ,

Touch the fork , . Touch the eandr.-When jenTy tau pet lot in these tasks.
she has passed the maximum-knowledge test. Po resp(41(1 coi ref fly. she must
attend to and understand the meaning of the commands, whit lemeans that she

must have maximum knowledge.
The remedy for the poor arithmetic sequence Avotild be to tea( It Anti a strat-

egy that u'otildliertnit her to solve. problems that requite solutions hiryalnes
other than X. A posSile sit ategy is ter show Ann tinit a problem of this

41.X = 7
3X =

is .simply a -ratio oblm %vide e(juiVident frictions on either side of the equal
sign:

4 7

The game involved in solving the problem is to find the numbrr dim 1 most be
multiplied by to change it into 7. We intist multiply 3 by the same value 10 get
the answer:

Once Ann has applied this analysis to various problems ()Huh ratios and those
involving letters). she should have no trouble with the maximum-knowledge
test.

ASSUMPTIONS; TESTS, AND REMEDIES

The procedures outlined show the elationShip betwet the minimum-
knowledge assumption, the maximum-knowledge test. and the )(mirth, The
exainples renwiiies are based on sitttaliolls. in whirl) the, lettrner
maximum-knowledge test. It the kat ner passes the test. of couise, no remedy is
implied; we simply conclude that out -assumption of minimmu-knowledge was
mot confirmed by the test. Possibly, the test will provideonly a partial ((infirm:I-
dolt of the assumption. which means that the learner will fail only pat! of it or
only some types of items, .yerformanCe evil, imply what we .must teach before

'the learner performs atleipately On the missed part of items..

DIAGNOSIS AND Rt146Y
The pyrpose of itistroctirinal diagnerSiX is to deter mine aspects of instruction

that-are inatltjenite. to find out precisely hens.. they ate' inadequate, andro_ithply...
what !mist betdone to e orrect. their .inatiegjnicy.The assumption. of minimum-

Itiowlecige is ceott:11 to the'diagtiosis. If it IS tit made,. the it)st rott lint ix attto-

ir
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__MatMlysextmOrate(l..:and_the fault for poOr pei fomance is automatically
placcrer the learner. If we fail to recogni7e that instt uction permits and rein-
forces domino plavts lot throwing out then- domino i evel y trial, we may
'conclude that they ate slow learners, that they..do not reSpond to the "punish-
men,- oCteachersignot ing their itiiippropriate responses. The teaher.s prOce-.

dines, although faulty, become exonratcd, old the diagnosis shifts to
questions of_ why the )(nattier tends to respond in sue It a strange way.

By railing to make the minimum-knowledge assumption about jenny's
lot man«., we\are left with the nomfortable con( fusion that she is appar illy
capable of responding to commandsChowever, this is not a ays so ss we
note that her )Cl lotmance is perfectly consistent with what, she has been rein-
Tnrced' 1..1 .drIthit (ieSpfinding'io c'finuitands in whit Ii the last word convevSall
the impoltant infoimation), we nmst fly to account-1m her rant behavior.
Oi attention moves'rom the iVISMICtion to Jenny's personality, learning style.
deelipmental pattern, Or whatever.

tiitnil,Irlr, failure to a ppfr Ille minimum-knowledgeassnmption to Ann pre-.
vents us hum ittrthei tests of the program's adeguaq. Instead, whin she de-
vlops serious prbleins in arithmetic, we conclude that hey problems are-
rau,ed by an Intel nal mechanism', not by the )I (Tram: "Ants lacks atittlite.

Iii CVCI t rt;SSc', 01011Si0.11S ale Vel11altIrt ;A repre-
sm a pqble 1111(4111 claiion; the ,other, and-eqUally possible. interpret:16On is
that the Icantrt Icsot?d% in a way consistent with the instruction presented.

Whrn instrut tional deficiencies are not identified. the leacher may tinder-
stadabh becInne frustrated. Even though the tea( her works harder-on follow-
ing dire( tit ms, Jelin% .pet siqs in making rhe same mistakes. Plating the domino
game mine frequently does not seem to improve the learner's performanc.
Revie% ing simpler in oblems.doesamt seem to help Ann work-tile more di I icult
ones.

lu shut t, the teacher draws dangerous conclusions about -. the learuers: M-
0111(0011. appal ently does not seem. to change their t esponses; .thereforiV the
pil)biern 11111911 he with their predispositions.

DIAGNOSINGTHE LEARNER

The only valid way to draw coin fusions about deficiencies involves first de-
terminig the degree to whic h the learner's perfOrmance is controlled by in-
strudion. We must go through the billowing steps:.

I. Diagnose. the nisit union the lea, net' receives (obwrvifig. instruction using
the minium-knowledge assumption an4 then providing the maxiinum-
'knowledge test).

f

2. Pt ovide instunCtional.relitedies that account lot the skills. itquired by the
maximumknowledge.test.

ObSetve. discrepancies between the learner's per-krmance and that of a

I lit' litsi two steps factor instinction and identify the extent to which it is
reSponible for the Obsrveecl:.)ehavior.. We can then indicate the extent to which

.perfOrmanie iScatised In the.leat net's. basic 'makeup Ithe third step. If the

0
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New ,1);orectiao in Eiciticationai
Research: Alterable Variables
by Benjamin S. Bloom

-One of Ainerka's leading edueational_researchers discusses certain _

alterable-variables that have brought about major efrange.T
in olur view of learners and their amazing Potentiol for learning.
Ile believes the list of alterable 'variables will he rapidly, expanded in
the Eighties, ,bringing profound changes in school and -sticiety .

major revolution has taken place tors (teachers and students):to the study of
duripg the past decade in nuca- teaching and -learning as they take pit'

Ilona' research and our der-- .under specific environmental conditions.
standing of some of the factors that di-. Increasingly, educational researchers
wily influence learning in or out -o -the arc performing experimental studies under
schools. As a restilt, student learning Can, classroom conditionirt. wind) selected
now be improved greatly, and it is possik". variableS are studied in terms of the pine=
to describe the favorable learning condi- esses involved as well a he changes they
lions that can enable virtually all students produce in both teachers and learners.
tp learn to a high standard. Researchers Central to these studies is, the concern
who were at one time concerned about about the causal links between the process
providing equality of educational oppor- variables and the qualitative and quan-
tunity for students now speak of the learn- (native, changes in the learning stu-
ing conditions that can bring about dents. These are very different from the
equality of educational ()Incomes for pre-post demonstration studies of an
students. And such educational outcomes earlier, period, since they ,center on the
are at very 'fish levels of attainment, teaching and learning processes that take

contrast them with the nonalterable vari-
ables they replace, and indicate the gains
in education to be ,secured from this hew
approach to . educational research and
educational practice.

AVniluble Time vs. Time-on-Tstsk

We have always recognized time as a
central factor in all leamid. Schools have
allocated a certain number of years for
different subjects such as reading; litera-
ture, arithmetic, science, or social studies.
In addition, the schools determine the
number 01 school days in each school year
and the nuMbers of hours per day or week.

The direct application of this new place between the pre arid post measure -
that will b'e. assigned to each part of the , . :i!-,,,,.;;C

curriculutninie in the sense of years,understanding to teachers and the schools ments: days, and hours available for schoollearn-.has taken place very quickly in some 1*--Tfiird, these experimental studies
. ing becomes a relatively fixed or stableplaces, but in others it may await the j guided by models and iheories that cm- , ..

variable. To make significant alteration's
presence of several. conditions. Applica- body, ',causal links. These models and in these time. allocations requires Maionon of the new understanding will depend theories are the basis for the hypotheses to legal, economic,and other policy changl,upoil the leadership in the schools, the be kited and the research designs to be us- at the state or local level. Only rarely can a ;,)1
need for improvement in learning, and the ed. Methods of strong inference are used group of teachers or local school adminis-role to be played by schools of education to relate theory and models to elasf.room. flaunt make drastic changes in these timeand teachers of teachers, In some coun- observations and experiments in "such a allocations. And since these tittle:Wm' . ::...4tries the leadership in applying the new re- way that a series of studies under varying .- lions arc much the same for most stu7
search to the schools has been assumed by conditions is necessary to test and im- dents, they account for only small differ:
curriculum centers that weave these new- t prove the theory and the models. ences in the learning of individual stu:ideas into the instructional material and (-flit perhaps the . most important dents within a classroom or sehool.into the instructional processes for the [methodological change is the movement
new curriculum. This procedure has been from what I have termed stable or static

Quit/in contrast to the concept of time
avaitab e for learning is the.variabit Ofespecially effective in curriculum centers variables to variables that are alterable tiine-on.task (i.e., actWi learning time.that provide inset-vice education to teach- ,either before WC teaChing and learning .
time that students are engaged in learn-1

.

crs for the new curriculum, proCIsset or as *part of these processes. I
ing). -If two students are in the same elas.1-iAt least four Methodological features consider this shift in the variables used as
room and one is actively engaged in learn' '-:;';:aiaccount for the striking qualities of these central to the new view of education. This Mg for 903/4 of the classroom hour while .7,1new research developments. The simplest shift enables researchep to move from an
the other is actively engaged for only 30014,of these i. 'lilt movement from a study of emphasis on prediction and classification of that 'hour, there will be quantitative asthe characteristics of teachers and stu- to a concern for causality and the rcla- well as qualitative differences In their :' '-',i'.dents to direct observation of learning , lions between means and enakin teaching
learning during that hour. , ':''taking place in the interactions between lititlearning.- This new concern has result-

One method of aPPraisig, litIle7pkL' Uteachers and students in the classroona ed in new ways of understanding, explain-
task is 'to determine sOvario inter)* ;4,Perhaps, to put it in the most direct terms, ing, and altering human learning. The whether or not a particular,i, Indent la ' .

it is a movement from the study of the ac- search Or alterable variables,, and the
iiieauSai processes by which thty can 'be

overtly engaged in the learning paying ,\
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. .

attention doing work assigned -or
di.fifflplighed altered, is 3 relatively rece Vs* d

, some way responding in a reitVant,..WOY to ;..r.;iervice professor of edficoiton: 1.1ryversity of tiOnat rese.alch, I am 'confident it will be the instruCtion'tnd 'the instrUCtitirialIna,--Chicago. This article is adopted from the ittl', central in edneational research of the next - .> , 4`,::
, Aerial A second nietnod is to neternunt ....,..rroduerian to his net, buoi. AliOur.Child(c,r) ',,-"decaile..- -.. : , ' ..., , , .. ' ,- .. "-: ' ,"" ':.

. the extent to which the student is covert/Leif-runt, scheduled for put)heatrois 0s. . - ' : ' ,l'AieGraw.iiiii tho,spiing, v,,198.0 hen.ja\till'l s,,, : : In tne:folloWingpages I shall describe ; 'engaged in the'JeaFliPB,, This iS,10ne01,.,.:-
tiootri..' : ' i' ....':-- :''",''!' "-:" ,A .:-,4413tae''tit these new alterable 'variables, '-',-","VariOusInethe51S1stitnUrlate0 'teeatt,;-tntet ..,

: ,,.. ...:,.., ..:: ,, .,,;,,,,,;.,,;,.,,: ....::, cc; .-, ,,,,,;,:;.... :-; .;,'i ,.7'..7'..) . ;.. '...e 4., ':' '2,1, ' :;;,.1'''' ; ',.P.r%::'; ', '' '''.` ,,k ,-.' ', : :,'t.',";41,;;;ii:
., , ' -" i;. .,s .11,, .;.''''. :i,-., z. -.....1 ,'";.:' i.:'',C,"i'..'':-' !`14' 4'" ' ''..%,.-..^,.. '..,',.'1...t -,r :. ).,i.,.* , . *.7.:
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rht111C( 141C student is thinkm in relevant
,trays omit what is going oh in eh; class-
room or whether his thoughts' are unre-

lated to the classroom teaching/learning
processes. Most studies report an index of
time-on-task as the proportion of the

--classroom hour the in_dividualstudent.was
on task overtly, covertly, or an average
of the two.

Studies of this variable ;show that the
perC'entage of engaged time (fOr individual

Itilei achicvCrnenf have bccn foUrtd to be
.,, aboitt +.50 to +,70. Most researchers

-and educators have interpreted these rela-
tions as indications that intelligence and
aptitude determine the individual's potent
1141 Nr learning. Many educatorS use these

_test _scores as a basis far snaking long -term
decisions about selection, grotiping, and
even about the types of school programs
to which individual students are assigned.
All too frequently, intelligenCe and ap-

---- students or groups of _students) .is high= ---titude-scores-deterinine-opportunities- for
ly related to subsequent measure' of further education,- student support and

-Achievement and to subsequent indices of encouragement, and even the types of in-
interests or attitudes toward the learning. teraction between teachers and students.
In turn, :irne-on -task is largely determined There is some evidence that intelligence
by the quality of instruction and the ex- test scores are alterable in the early years
tent to which the students have the cog - (ages 34), but there is little evidence of
nitive prerequisites for each new learning significant alteration in levels of intelli-
&sk. To put it another way, students can- gence as a result of school experiences in
not actively engage in learning if the in- the later years. Less is known about the
struction. is poor and/or they are unable alterability of performance on specific ap-
to comprehend,wtgtt_44 49.10.t MIS!: _1411.4..e, lts11.,.,Q.n. the basis of present evi-
what they are to do. . . dowel we may regard both intelligence

For the purposes of this article, what is and aptitude as highly stable character-
most important is the strong evidence that istics, ,

_...........--. --.

the. amount of active engaged time in the - Quite in contrast to intelligence mid.
classroom can be altered during a se- ' aptitude indices are cognitive entry char-
quen of learning tasks. Consider two °Cie ristics. These are the specific knowl-.

of students whO are comparable in edge, abilities, or skills that areisiential
e or previous achievement at the I prereq iisites for the learning of a particu-

lung of a new course, One group I tar school subject or a particular learning
learitsthe subject under conventional con- I 'task. Stich prerequisites typically correlate

+ .70 or higher with measures of achieve- '
ment in. a subject.. Furthermore, when
they are identified and measured, they re-
place intelligence and aptithde tests in the
prediction of later achievement. That is,
intelligence or.aptitude tests add little or
nothing to cognitive entry measures for
the prediction of school learning. All of.!
this is to say that cognitive entry charac-
tetistics have a high relation to achieve-

ditieini while the second learns under a
very,.high quality of instruction (mastery
learning or some other procedure that
maximizes learning). During the first
learning task both groups are likely to be I
very similar in percentage of time-on-task.
On the second learning task, the percen-
tage of time-on-task will tend to be greater
for the group with high-quality instruc-
tion and lower for the group with poorer
instruction. If both groups are followed
over a series of learning tasks, the 'high-
quality instruction group will, be found to
Increase greatly in percentage of time-on:
task while the low-quality instruction
group decreases greatly in percentage of
time-on-task. On the final learning task
the two groups (who were very similar on
the first learning task) will be very dif-
ferent, These differences will be reflected
in achievement differentials, motivation
for further learning of the subject, and
self-confidence in learning ability,

Time-on-task is then one of the vari-
ables that account for learning differences
between students, between classes, and
even between nations. Time-on-task can
be altered positively (or negatively) by the
instructional process, and this has direct
consequences for the learning that will
take place.

Intelligence vs. Cognitive 1E1110'

During much of this century educators
have used intelligenceand aptitude tests to
predict school achievement. In 'general,

ment, and they have an obvious causal ef-
fect on later achievement. This is especi4-
ly true when sequential,learning tasks, are t
involved, where it may be impOssible to
learn task 13 without prior adequate learn-J
ing of task

---Cogiiitive entry characteristics are
.highly alterable, because they represent
.particular content, and skills that may be
learned if they are absent, reviewed if they
have boil. forgotten, and learned to a cri-
terion level if they have been learned to 0.
lesser level. In, the next section of this arti-
cle I shall refe'r to feedback-corrective
procedures as one major method for in-
Suring that cognitive entry characteristics
are developed adequately for nearly all
studenta, -Much of risastery leaning re -..
search demonstrates that the large gains in
final achievement for mastery versus con:
trot groups are attributable to the fact that
the.mastery students werctrought to high
;levels 'of achieyethent, on the

Thisfor each OW learning task. This was not
done for the control students. -

; Much of the variation in school learn-'
Ang is din ctl.y determined by the variation

..

...uaracter
isties, When means are found for insuring
that students reach adequate levels of
competence on the essential cognitive en-
try .behaviors, most students can be as-
sured of high levels of school learning
with very little variation in their achieve-

_ _mem.. The .alterability of cognitive _entry
characteristics has the twist. profound im-
plications for instruction, curriculum, and
our views about the learning potential of
almost all students in the schools.

_ ....... .

-$ummalive vs.. Formative Testing

In most classrooms achievement tests
are used for summative purposes.. The
summative test evidence is pkimatily 'used
to classify or judge the student on the ex-
tent to which he has learned the content
and objectives, set for the course..The stu-
dents' scores on each test are renverted in-
to school marks or other indices that com-
pare each student with norms or standards
set by the teacher or . the test makers.
Typically, once a student has taken a test,
he is marked and rarely is given an oppor-
tunity for correcting his errors or being
'retested. The basic notion is that the
students have had equll opportunity to
learn the subject overa defined period of
time and are then judged on what they
;have learned. This is Tepcatcd again and
!again:during the school. year.

Tcst resultS and school marks are fre-
qucntly assumed to be the primary .moti-
vators (Or learning in the school. Marks
based on tests arc also assumed to be
sound estimates of the quality of learning
as well as a proper index of me quality of
the ?earners< Such marks are eventually
the basis for many decisions about learn-
ers, including school programs and fur-
ther opportunities for education.

The use of summative testing/grading
'procedures results in highly predictable
,measures of school achievement, Typical-
ly, correlations betWein achievement tests
in the same subject at two points. in time
are above + (depending upon the reli-
ability of the separate tests). If carefully
`made 'standardized tests are used over a
.oumbcr of subjects,'the correlations over
.a live -year period or longer, tend to be
:--t- ',80 or higher. That is, the ranks of the
students in a school remain' very constant
over many .years of schooling. Many re-
searchers and educators infer from this
that differentials in 'achievement are non-
alterable 'and' that they are fixed 'by in-
.telligence, heredity, hoMe influencts, or
.mber.conilitioni outside the school. It is
.assumed that the stUdent and his back.
.ground"explain. this remarkable stability .

,of. achievement and that the 'causes or
remedies' are not tO, be found within the
019Q1s- It 1$' the student who has failed
(or sticceeded),; and she teacher,. the in-
str.uctton, he curriculum, or the school
are not to be held _responsible.

lie contrast .to tests used for grading
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"When formative tests and-corrective procedures are
used . as high as 80% or 90070'of the students are able to

rc4ch the-mastery standard. . . ."

and judging is the use of tests and other
evidence-as an _integral part of the f arma-
lion of the learning. Fortative tests are
stied priiiratily as feedback, to inform the
student afoul what he has learned well.
and What he still needs to learn. Where
feedback is provided in relation to correc-
tive procedures to help the student Cot reci
the learning, then with additional time
and help most students do reach the stan-:
dard of achievement set by'the teacher,
Typically, teachers 'use, a parallel -form-
.ative test to determine when the student
has completed the corrective process to
the set standard. VariOus studies have
found that if 200,a of a group of students
reach the mastery standard on a formative
test given at the end of a particular learn-.
*nig task, then with an hour or two of cot-
revive effort most of the students reach
the same mastery standard, -when 'they are
retested on a parallel formative lest.

When formative tests and corrective
procedures are used in this way over a
series of 'earning tasks,' the proportion of
students ecaching the mastery standard
(before correctives) increases on each sub-
sequent task until as high as 800:o or 9Ou'a
of the students are able ty reach- the
mastery standard on the final learning
tasks in the series. The amount of correc-
tive help needed becomes smaller on suc7
cessive learning tasks, until only a few
students need such corrective procedures.
The students appear to be "learning to
learn."

example of cybernetiC feedback-corrective,
Procedures necessary for almost all Ina:
man activities. In tutoring situations the
one-to-one relatiop Provides so many cues
that the feedback-corrective meets is
almost a natural interactive exchange be-
tween tutor and mice. However, grain)
learning is central in the schools, and it is
difficult to provide adequate feedback=
correctives for the teacher unclothe 30 or so
learners in each classroom. As a result,
Much teaching may take place-with inade-
quate learning on the part Of many of the
students. Periodic for tive testing and
corrective procedures c it be effective as
one way of insuring that c anent learning
takes place. However, ina he long run, the
bate problem of grOup learning it to fliid
ways of providing feedback-corrective
wool' as an integral rut of Ike Vit
room teaching learning interactions.

Teachers vs. Teaching:

acieristics of all teaching: cues, reinforce-
.-ment,.and participation:* Crierilicludeln"--7.77
struction as to what is to be learned as well
as directions as to what the learner isto do
in'. the learning process. Much of the re-
search relates student learning to the clar-
ity, variety, meaningfulness, and Strength
of4he explanations and directions provid-
ed by the teacher and/or the instructional
material. Reinforcement includes the ex-.
tent to which the student is. rewarded or
reinforced i9 his learning: Much of the
research relates student learning to the
variety of reinforcements provided, the

aced the amount and. ki d of rerein =.

frequency with which is
used, a
forcemeat given to different students in
Me
to which the student actively participates
or snap% In lhrr leattnno. 1.164611%
relates studerit learning to the extent to
whirl he actively participates in using the
cues, Makes appropriate responses, and
practices the- responses until they have

Over the past four decades Acre has -become a part of his repertoire. The re-
been a great deal of research on teacher .1' search- also includes the extent to which
Characteristics and their relations with stu- the instructor and/or the instructional
dent learning. This research has been con- =010 engages the different students in
coated with such variables as the age of the class in overt as well as covert par-
the teachers, their training, teaching ex- ticipation and response to the learning.
perience, membership in teacher organiza- ObservatiOns of teacher interaction
Lions, personality and anitudesaand even with students in the classroom re$/ealalutt
performance- on achievement tests related teachers frequently direct their teaching
to their field of teaching. In general, the and explanations to some students and ig-
relationship between teacher charaderis- nore others. They give much positive rein-
tics and student learning has typically forcement. and encouragement to someThis use of formative tests insures that been represented by correlations of less

most of the students have the necessary than + .20. Researchers in the past may
cognitive prerequisites Ibr each new learn- not have selected the right teacher charac-
ing task, that students have increased in-- teristics forstudy. However, based on the
west in learning and greater confidence researgh..04ns. to --ave _may conclude
in their own abilurto learn, and that they 7thit the characteristics of teachers have
use more of the classroom time to engage little to do with the learning of their
actively in the learning process. : students. And, even if they did show..

Formative tests are also useful in help; \ high& -relations,--moSt of the character-
ing the teacher determine which aspects of istics of teachers studied so far are static
the learning task were learned well by:the variables not directly alterable by inservice
majority Of the students and ss Inch were or othet.teacher training programs.
learned poorly by most of the-students. Different from these many studies of
This gives the teacher feedback in order to teacher characteristics is the more recent
determine which ideas 'and s-kills need to research on the- qualities of teaching thatbe reviewed or retatighl in a different way have a direct causal relation with student
if the majority of students -are to learn 'learning in the claSsroom. This researchtheM to a high standard. The major on the qualities of leuc'hing (rather than
changeis that teachers do less in the way on qualitieSiof the teachers) civssts large-
of judging and grading students on what -ly of. .Observational and experimentalthey had learned by a particular date and studies of teachers interacting with their
they do more to see to it that each student sttidenta, Althotigh there arc many ways
learns What he she needs as preparation of doiog this research, the-theoretical op--

rOich of JOhn Dollard and Neal Miller
for the next learning taskts).

Formative testing in relation to the cOr..
reclive process may he .considered AS an

students, but not to others, and they en-
courage active participation in the class-
room interaction from some students and
discourage if from others. 1 he studies find
that typically the students in the top third s,

of the class are given the greatest attention
by teachers4hile the students in the bot-
tom third receive the least attention and

.support, These differences in the inter-
action between teachers and students pro-
vide some students with much greater op-
por tunity and entouragernent for learning
than is provided other students in the
same classroom.

These qualities of teaching are alter,
able is a result- of inprvice, education that
aarOvides teachers with feedback on what
they are doing (or not doing) and what.
they can do to alter the situation. Studies
have found .that when these interactions
of teachers with their students are altered,
there are significant improvements in stu-
dent learning.-

'has' been found very. useful. Dollard and , Perion4low and Psychotherapy (New YOH':?stillerhave emphasized' three trijor char- ivstn...
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conditions of learning. for some students
to the class than for others. CienerallY,
they are under the impression that all stu--:
dents are given equal opportunity fort
leat ming _Who. wt. _hdpett
secure a runic aceuCate picture, of their
ow'l's teaching methods and styles of inter-
action with their students, they are in-
creasingly able to provide favorable learn-
ing conditions for most of their. students,
rather than just for the top fraction of the
class.

As the qUalities of teaching become
more central than the characteristics of
the teachers, we shall see more clearly -the
kinds of training that can improve teach-
ing and learning. We shall also see more
clearly the variety of conditions that can
serve in the teaching/learning process.
Tutors, aides. patents, and evenot het stu-
dents can be helpful in promoting learn-
ing. New materials and Media, new or-
ganization of classrooms, and new rela-
tions between teachers arid students will
be seen as important in 'contributing to
learning.

Parent Status vs. Home Environment

Teachers and researchers have long
known that children Iron some homes
learn better in school than children from
other homes in the same communities. In
general, teat ning in the schoOls has been
found to he related to the educ.ation and
occupations of the parents. to the social
class and socioeconomic status of the par-
ents. and to membet ship in particular
ethnic groups and races. Studies of socio-
economic status. (which include parent
education. dccupation, and income) re
veal correlations 4of -+ .30 to + .50 be-
tween such Indices and measures of schrio!
achievement. While such studies .do
demonstrate significant Oleos of the
home on school achievement, they arc not
yeryhelpful to the schools or the-parents,
because these chaiiteteristics are not alter-
able. There is little the school or the par-
ents can do to alter theil lind of ed.uea-.

.occupat ton, income, or ethnic char-
acteristics. While such studies may be of
sonic slight value for pm-la:tine levels of
learning of groups of child' en, they offer
no specific clues as to what the schools or
the parents can do tccimprose their chil-
dren's learning.

In contrast to these earlier studies of
the characorisucs of patents arc the more
recent studies that emphasize what par-
ems do in interacting with their children.
These studies use-interviews and observa-
tional techniques to inVestigate the en-
sironmental process variables in the
homes the interactions between chil-
dren and their parents. Some of the home
environmental process .varla_hles that V'.
-Pear to be most significant are: contribit-
tIon of the home' to des elopinent of the
mother tongue,' ern:outage:nem of the

N.
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help in learning when the child most !leads
it, and ways in which time and space are
organized in the hoMe.- Such Variables,,
when combined, correlate- 4 30 to + .80
_with _measures of...school aChie.YelaCiti.. In
general, the correlations arc highest with
school achievement involving seading,
socabplarY, and problem soling and low-
est with spelling and arithmetic computa-
tion. These-restitls.sugge.31 that..thebome
has greatest influence on the language
development of the child, his general
ability to ICarn, and his motivation to
learn well in school. The home has least
influence on specific skills taught primari-
ly in the school,

It is clear that when the home and the
school have congruent learning emphases,
the child has little difficulty in his later
school learning. but when the home and
the school have divergent approaches to
life and to learning, the cluldiis likely to be
penalized severely by the school es-

pecially when school attendance is re-
quired for 10 or more years.

In recent years a large number of
studies have attempted to alter some of
these process variables in the home. These
studies have made use of home visitors,
special courses for parents, and parent in-
s olvemem in the schools for brief periods

''Yes, obild hat learned a lot froth
71,'!-She'' ,s- learned fluent Sitarush

perfect Metrics, pother Qi which nee
1:;(ilher understands.
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be uied at various points in the child's
development. The research makes it clear
that many of these prpccss variablet are
alterable, and the effects of such altera-

.. school learning are
very great.

Even when these variables cannot be
altered in the home, a knowledge of the
home environmental process variables
furnishes a basis for programs of -early
childhood and primary education that can
conipensate for particular deficiencies in
the home. The major point to be made is
that there is a curriculum and teaching
style in each home and that it is the varia-
tions in the home curriculum and teaching
that account for much of the difference in

'children's preparation for the learning
tasks in the school,

Summary

If we are convinced that little or
nothing can be done to improve the learn-
ing of individual students, then our major
effbrt must be invested in ptedicting,
school achievement and classifying chil-
dren at an early age. Stable variables are
ideal for this purpose. Such ef torts rest. t
in a school systein that is quite effectisc
for a small proportion of the students
while at the same time it dooms most
students to a deep sense of inadequacy
and a dislike for school and school learn-
ing. Such a school system roust invest
much in the way of huthan and material
lesources with very small returns to the
society or to theomajoi it y of its students.

I f we ale convinced that a gOod edoca-
lion is necessary for all w ho hs c to mocfern
society, then we must search fon the alter -
able- variables that can Make a chtterenee
in the learning..-of children and adults in or
out of the school. Such alterable variables
will do much to explain the learning proc-
ess, and they will do even more to directly
ininrove the teaching-arid learning proc-
ess6 in the schools. Our baste research
task is to .further understand how such
alterable variables.can be altered and their
consequent effect on students, teachers,
and learning.

The small number of - alterable vari-
ables I have discussed here are only a few
of the variables that have alleady been
mintier] by researchers and, used by teach-
ers. These have already made a great dif-
ference in our understanding of school
learning. But, also, they have brought
about major changes in out views of
learners and their amazing potential for
learning. I hope that put small list will be
rapidly expanded in the next decade and
that tbcy 'will 'become equally central for
teacheis, .parents, and researchers, When
they ate thoroughly understood and well
used, they will bring about the most pro-

-lound changes in the schools and in the
society. 0
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